THANK YOU!

Through the generosity of all Reunion 2022 donors to Brown collectively you have made a significant impact on the lives of current students today.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class of</th>
<th>Reunion Year</th>
<th>Honor Roll</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Class of 1977</td>
<td>45th</td>
<td>Honor Roll</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class of 1972</td>
<td>50th</td>
<td>Honor Roll</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class of 1967</td>
<td>55th</td>
<td>Honor Roll</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class of 1962</td>
<td>60th</td>
<td>Honor Roll</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class of 1957</td>
<td>65th</td>
<td>Honor Roll</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class of 1952</td>
<td>70th</td>
<td>Honor Roll</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class of 1947</td>
<td>75th</td>
<td>Honor Roll</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class of 1942</td>
<td>80th</td>
<td>Honor Roll</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.

**CLASS OF 2017 / 5TH REUNION HONOR ROLL**

Bachir A. Abeid +
Christina E. Andrews +
Kevin A. Argueta +
Sartaj S. Aujla +
Alexander A. Ballock +
Charles W. Banaszak +
Duane E. Barksdale II +
Katya W. Barrett +
Amanda R. Beaudoin +
Alexander E. Behnke +
Tushar Bhargava +
Jeffrey T. Biestek +
Sean K. Blake +
Brooke E. Bonfiglio +
Elisabeth J. Borst
Roksana Borzouei +
Francesca G. Boschetto +
Daniel S. Boulanger +
Hayley A. Bounds +
Stephen J. Bourguet +
John W. Brewer III +

+ Brown Annual Fund 1764 Society College Hill Society

Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.
Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.

CLASS OF 2017 / 5TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Daniel W. Breyer
Eli H. Brown +
Gabriel J. Buchsbaum +
Marielle T. Bugayong + ○
Nathaniel T. Burke +
Luke E. Camery +
Rosanna Lederhausen Castle +
Rohan M. Chandra +
Frances L. Chen +
Gareth D. Chen +
Monica W. Chin +
Annabelle L. Clemot +
Alexander B. Cogut + ○
Matt R. Composto + ○
Shannon C. Crowley +
Cormac F. Cummiskey +
Brandon L. Dale +
Timothy B. Davenport +
Annabelle M. de Gaudemar + ○
Sasha R. de Lotbiniere
Yuan David Deng +

+ Brown Annual Fund ○ 1764 Society □ College Hill Society

Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.
Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.

CLASS OF 2017 / 5TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Andrew R. Doane +
Jackson K. Dobronyi +
Julia C. Dodenhoff +
Benjamin R. Doughty +
Wenxi Duan +
Sarah E. Dugan
Lori H. Ebenstein + ♡
Christiana M. Embiricos +
Daniel P. Erdosy +
Alexander W. Evangelatos +
Maya Faulstich-Hon +
Tyler J. Feldman + ♡
Jordan A. Ferguson +
Cassandra M. Fisher +
Julia L. Fisher +
Noah W. Fitzgerel
Macklin S. Fluehr
Hayley L. Flug +
Brian M. Franklin +
Zachary J. Fredman +
Emma B. Friesner +
Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.

CLASS OF 2017 / 5TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Steven A. Galiardo +
Mary Gallagher +
Molly C. Gelb +
Dakota A. Girard +
Matt E. Girard + ○
Samuel A. Gondelman +
Oksana D. Goretaya +
Megan E. Grapengeter-Rudnick + ○
Lucy F. Green +
Mika E. Gross +
Anna W. Guo
Grant P. Gustafson +
Lucie M. Hajian +
Alexander W. Hamilton +
Christian W. Hanson +
Erik R. Hanson +
Elizabeth T. Hart + ○
Vivian S. Hawn +
Julia J. Heimark +
Silvina V. Hernandez Duran +
Quinn E. Herrera +
Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.

CLASS OF 2017 / 5TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Gary C. Hettinger +
Oliver M. Hirt +
Katie L. Hsia +
Xi Hu +
Denny B. Hua +
Tien H. Hua +
Aoying Huang +
Robert G. Hughes +
Nathan W. Hyde +
Ryan A. Izant
Jane R. Jacoby
Jeremy J. Joachim +
Mark A. Karlson +
Sophie R. Kasakove
Alexandra S. Kaye +
Megan E. Kelly +
Lawrence K. Kemp +
Jessica F. Kenny +
Nomin Khishigasuren +
Gwynedd E. Kieffer +
John Kim +

+ Brown Annual Fund  ○ 1764 Society  □ College Hill Society

Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.
Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.

CLASS OF 2017 / 5TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Stephen Y. Kim +
Steven C. Kim + ●
Peter A. Kirschner +
Daniel J. Klotz +
Marisa E. Kolokotronis +
Nikhil A. Kumar +
William C. LaCosta +
Ali Mujtaba Lakdawala + ●
Mollie M. Lane + ●
Blair D. Langford
Robert L. Lee
Ryan J. Lessing + ●
Sophie E. Levin + ●
Elizabeth P. Lippman +
Aleksandra Lifshits Livshits +
Connor R. Lohman + ●
Sarah M. Lucenti +
Silvia K. Macareno +
Ian T. MacDougald +
Aniela M. Mack +
Jacob L. Mackay +

+ Brown Annual Fund    ● 1764 Society    □ College Hill Society

Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.
Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.

CLASS OF 2017 / 5TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Edward R. Mansius +
Alanna M. Markowitz +
Martin Martinez Jr. +
Eileen C. Maysek +
Nicholas A. McGurk +
Nicholas M. McKenna +
Thomas F. Meeks +
Sydney F. Menzin +
Kevin C. Mertz +
Taylor V. Michael +
Jorden R. Mitchell +
Ruby F. Moore-Bloom +
Caroline Morant +
Gina Chieffallo Moreno +
Kyle A. Moreno +
Eli J. Motycka
Richard S. Muniz +
Jason S. Nadboy +
Sakura Nakada +
Masahiro Nakanishi +
Leah T. Nakashima +

+ Brown Annual Fund  ☰ 1764 Society  ☐ College Hill Society

Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.
Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.

---

CLASS OF 2017 / 5TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

jack nee +  
Bruce L. Nguyen +  
Viet Nguyen + •  
Shuying Ni +  
Sean K. O'Keefe +  
Joyce J. Ok +  
Alejandro R. Palabrica III +  
Predrag Pandiloski +  
Kristina J. Park +  
Hannah D. Pasternak +  
Sara M. Peletz +  
Matthew E. Petersen +  
Michael S. Petro +  
Harrison O. Pincket + •  
Sovijja Pou + •  
Benjamin J. Pruzan +  
Zitao Quan +  
Carolyn J. Rachofsky +  
Vesselina E. Ratcheva +  
Aliza J. Reisner +  
Joshua C. Remland + •  

+ Brown Annual Fund  • 1764 Society  □ College Hill Society
Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.

CLASS OF 2017 / 5TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

George B. Reynolds +
Jack I. Rice +
Christian A. Rodriguez + ●
Erik F. Ronning +
Jamie B. Rosen +
Thomas J. Rosenstein +
Carlos E. Rotger +
Christa L. Ruggiero + ●
Samuel J. Sander-Effron + ●
James A. Scanlan +
Jon S. Schlafer +
Julia M. Schoenewald +
Peter L. Scott +
Ananya K. Shah
Andrew H. Sheinfeld +
Jonathan R. Sheinfeld + ●
Viraj P. Sikand + ●
Benjamin M. Silver +
Jea Yun Sim + ●
Maxwell C. Simeon
Filip Simeski + ●
Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.
Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.

**CLASS OF 2017 / 5TH REUNION HONOR ROLL**

William Truong +
John N. Twomey-Kozak +
Yesenia L. Valverde +
Isabel C. van Paasschen +
Megan E. Viohl +
Cynthia A. Vu +
Cassidy C. Wald + ○
Catherine Walker-Jacks +
Karen C. Wanamarta +
Shuo Wang
Brewster J. Warble +
Anne M. Warner
Christina M. Warner + ○
James S. Washburn + ○
Amanda S. Way +
Bradley X. Weekes + ○
Kayla R. Weststeyn +
Dayton A. Williams
Frederick D. Williams Jr.
Julia Wu +
Kevin Wu +
Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.

---

CLASS OF 2017 / 5TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Harsha N. Yeddanapudy +
James S. Yoon +
Carina C. Young +
Zachary E. Zagorski + ○
Amanda M. Zajac +
Jessica M. Zambrano +
Brandon L. Zborowski + ○
Nancy Zhou +
Anonymous (8)

CLASS OF 2012 / 10TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Katherine B. Adams + ○
Arianna A. Ahiagbe +
Graham J. Ahokas + ○
Kate D. Alexander + ○
James A. Amen II + ○
Brooke Dalury Anderson + ○
Carly L. Arison + ○
Heather L. Arison + ○
Elizabeth A. Artley +

+ Brown Annual Fund  ○ 1764 Society  □ College Hill Society
Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.
CLASS OF 2012 / 10TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Anastassia Astafieva +
William R. Averill +
Nicholas E. Baer +
Rick A. Bailey +
Rachel A. Baker Devine +
Nancy C. Baker +
Hayley S. Ballerini +
Arlando J. Battle +
Kyle S. Beatty +
Sydney Ember Bechek +
Jared D. Bellot +
James A. Bensson +
Lisa C. Berlin +
Natalie B. Berner +
Alexandra M. Bernson +
Jennifer P. Bloom +
Hadley M. Bloomhardt +
Julia S. Bond +
Caitlin P. Brisson +
Lindsey Schupp Brown +
William T. Bryan +

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.
CLASS OF 2012 / 10TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Sean H. Burns +
Julia M. Cabral +
Kristen L. Caldarella +
Katie Keady Callahan +
Ethan B. Cecchetti +
David W. Chanin +
Lizette Chaparro +
Nathan J. Chellman +
Chenelle Chin +
Kimberly S. Chipetine +
Catherine K. Chiu +
Peter D. Choi +
Max I. Chou +
Gloria E. Chun +
Michael D. Clemente +
Innessa M. Colaiacovo +
Marques A. Coleman +
Caitlin E. Conn +
Allison C. Courtin +
William T. Culler-Chase +
Jeremy D. Cutting

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.

Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.
Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.

CLASS OF 2012 / 10TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Matthew F. Damiano +
Ben L. Dann +
Allison N. Deshler +
Amanda E. Dowden +
Keith M. Duffy +
Matthew K. Duffy +
Sarah Julian Duffy +
Karen Duong +
Allison A. Dziuba +
Austin M. Eckhoff +
Taylor D. Emanuels +
Marc B. Englander +
Nikilesh Eswarapu +
Sarah E. Evelyn +
Robert T. Farnham +
Jamie Y. Ferguson +
Mica M. Fidler +
Spencer W. Fields
Colin J. Fish +
Julie I. Flanzer +
Alex J. Fleming +
CLASS OF 2012 / 10TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Miranda E. Forman +
Lynn Ann Forrester +
Jennifer A. Frary +
Scott M. Friedlander +
Loren T. Fulton +
Katherine A. Galvin +
Chelsea E. Garber +
Marcus A. Gartner +
Manas Gautam +
Ozge C. Gencler +
Daniel P. Gonon +
Megan J. Gorman +
Taylor H. Gorman +
Mark J. Gormley +
Jacques A. Greenberg +
Mark E. Grimm +
Margot S. Grinberg +
Alexander V. Grosvenor +
Jennifer C. Gutierrez-Wu +
Mark A. Guttag +
Lydia L. Halpern +

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.

Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.
Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.

CLASS OF 2012 / 10TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Jennifer B. Harlan +
Ian J. Harris +
Madeleine E. Harvey +
William Herrmann +
William P. Hicks +
Araceli Mendez Hintermeister +
Blair Station Hirst +
Daniel Hoff +
Samantha K. Horneff +
Edward R. Horton +
Leslie A. Howitt +
Emily K. Hsieh +
Andrew J. Hsu +
Mark Hu +
Betty Hua +
Taoyun Hua +
Fuyi Huang +
Rachel C. Hunter-Goldman +
James S. Hunter +
Laura C. Iacovetti +
Karine Ip Kiun Chong +

+ Brown Annual Fund  ○ 1764 Society  □ College Hill Society

Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.
Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.

CLASS OF 2012 / 10TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Morgan Ivens-Duran +
Samuel J. Jambrovic + ●
Matthew J. Jaroszewicz +
Parth S. Jindal
Evan P. Johnson +
Samuel G. Johnson + ●
Timothy Y. Juhn +
Nolan B. Just +
Sophie Kainen
Iphigenia-Danae Kapoulea +
Brittany L. Katz + ●
Brandon M. Kaufmann +
Julia A. Keller +
Lawren C. Kieffer +
Charles J. Kim +
Rachael E. Kirkwood + ●
Alexandra H. Kolbe + ●
Lauren Bosso Kowall +
Darin Kurti +
Matthew Laponte + ●
Il Doo Lee +

+ Brown Annual Fund   ● 1764 Society   □ College Hill Society
Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.
Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.

CLASS OF 2012 / 10TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Jennifer W. Lee +
Suk Il Lee +
Kathryn C. Lesneski +
Kristina J. Leung +
Sarah L. Levy +
Eric B. Lewin +
Rebecca C. Lieberman +
Aaron Liu +
Nate B. Lovett +
Gregory B. Lowen +
Leslie Maazel +
Jack A. Maclellan +
Katherine Haves Malitzky +
Catherine Mardula +
Christine K. Masini +
Henry H. Mattingly +
Spencer K. McAndrews +
Kaela A. McGilloway +
Duncan C. McHale +
Andrea L. McWilliams +
Katharine N. Mead

+ Brown Annual Fund  ○ 1764 Society  □ College Hill Society

Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.
Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.

CLASS OF 2012 / 10TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Shawn D. Medford +
Vihang J. Mehta +
Patricia R. Melvin +
Frederick N. Milgrim +
Kapil Mishra +
Vance E. Monet +
Michael A. Monn +
Kia R. Mosenthal +
Nina C. Mullen +
John E. Murphy +
Kyle Newhall +
Bao-Nhat D. Nguyen +
Benjamin E. Niedzielski
Leslie Springmeyer O'Toole +
John E. Oberbeck +
Emir V. Okan +
Chimso O. Okoji +
Kacie S. Overlander +
Josh Parker +
Hannah R. Passafuime +
Brijesh G. Patel +

+ Brown Annual Fund  ○ 1764 Society  □ College Hill Society

Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.
Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.

CLASS OF 2012 / 10TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Shawn T. Patterson +
Jonathon B. Paul +
Michael N. Perchonok +
Ngoc H. Pham +
Matthew J. Pina +
Katherine W. Pleet +
Charles J. Pletcher +
Cindy V. Pollack +
Douglas W. Poole +
Teodoro J. Popolizio +
Ryan M. Potocki +
Julia K. Potter +
Daniel Prada +
Joanna H. Price +
Real R. Provencher-Deshler +
Brittany E. Quach +
Molly D. Quinn +
Ethan C. Reed
Mathew A. Reiss
Yoojin R. Rhee +
Colby S. Richardson +

+ Brown Annual Fund   ○ 1764 Society   □ College Hill Society

Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.
Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.

CLASS OF 2012 / 10TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Frank A. Rinaldi +
Alejandro Rivera Rivera +
Jose M. Rodriguez +
Emily A. Rosen +
Cara F. Rosenbaum + ○
Naomi Heilweil Rotenberg
Emma J. Roth +
David E. Rudin +
Laurielle Hofer Russell +
Samantha H. Ryu + ○
Monisha Sachdev + ○
Stephanie Saldarriaga +
Jasleen K. Salwan +
Zana Salzman + □
Emely R. Santiago +
Christina A. Santoro +
James B. Saros +
Susan F. Scavone + ○
Nicholas K. Schamp +
Robert M. Schlesinger + ○
J. Anthony Schurz +

Brown Annual Fund   1764 Society   College Hill Society

Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.
Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.

CLASS OF 2012 / 10TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

William S. Schweitzer +
Ellen Shadburn +
Dongho Shin +
Caroline S. Sholem Weinberg +
Carmen E. Shulman +
Lilly V. Siems +
Sydney L. Silverstein +
Yan Sim +
Donna Chung Simkovic +
Emily C. Simmons
Beatrice A. Sims +
Andrew R. Singer +
Christina J. Skonberg +
Kayla M. Smith +
Matthew E. Smith +
Matthew P. Smith +
Daniel T. Smithwick +
Luis R. Solis +
Sangah Suh +
Kening Tan +
Wei-Lin Tan +

+ Brown Annual Fund  ○ 1764 Society  □ College Hill Society

Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.
Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class of 2012 / 10th Reunion Honor Roll</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jena L. Tavormina + ○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patrick M. Temple +</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephanie S. Teo +</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Etna A. Tiburcio +</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexander L. Tin +</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imani C. Tisdale +</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethan M. Tobias + ○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yuri Tomikawa +</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melissa B. Tovin +</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cherilyn V. Tran + ○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amy E. Traver + ○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ibrahim Turdu +</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Landon R. Turley + ○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anshu Vaish +</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Derek R. Vance + ○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michelle C. Vanderploeg +</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ian C. Veidenheimer +</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gabriela M. Villanueva +</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Victor V. Vu + ○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael L. Wagman +</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allison S. Wang + ○</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

+ Brown Annual Fund  ○ 1764 Society  □ College Hill Society

Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.
Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.

CLASS OF 2012 / 10TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Lingke Wang +
Yue Wang +
Miyako Watanabe +
Liza F. Weisberg +
Michael H. Weissman +
Reid T. Westwood +
Chantel C. Whittle +
Mikel A. Wiggins +
Ashlie M. Williams +
Justin D. Williams +
Peter B. Wilmot
Kelly E. Winter +
Caroline H. Witmer +
Justin M. Wolfe +
Madeline J. Wozniak +
Mark Wu +
Zemin Webber Xu
Chelsea Gordon Yates +
Margaret Yi +
Crystal J. Yu +
Jovian Yu +
CLASS OF 2012 / 10TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Jungju Yu +
Susan Yue +
Kevin Zheng +
Yuli Zhu +
Julianne Bishop Zolnierczyk + ○
Anonymous (8)

CLASS OF 2007 / 15TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Rehan A. Abeyratne + ○
Blair Albom +
Angela A. Alexander + ○
Cheryl L. Allen-Ricciardi + ○
Douglas F. Allen III +
Eliza Goldberg Allen + ○
Danielle Hamilton Amoah + ○
Justin Amoah + ○
Lauren Anderson Handwerker +
Kurt W. Armbrust + ○
William A. Ashton + ○
Laura J. Atkinson +

+ Brown Annual Fund  ○ 1764 Society  □ College Hill Society
Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.
CLASS OF 2007 / 15TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Yu K. Au +
Bella K. Avanessian + ○
Andrew I. Aziz + ○
Jason T. Backstrom + ○
Keriann M. Backus +
R. Evan Barbosa + ○
Michael M. Bernard +
Julia Pleet Binder + ○
Elizabeth D. Bird +
Emily A. Blatter Boyer + ○
Haley P. Bobseine +
William C. Bowling Jr. + ○
Daniel C. Bowman + ○
Francesca P. Brady + ○
Sarah Perlman Bremner + ○
Reid P. Brewer + ○
Dominique M. Bridge + ○
Alexandra H. Briggs + ○
Matthew Britner + ○
Sarah A. Brooks +
Ann G. Brophy +

+ Brown Annual Fund  ○ 1764 Society  □ College Hill Society

Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.
CLASS OF 2007 / 15TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Nathan W. Brower +
Ethan G. Brown +
Ted W. Brown +
Alexander J. Buckley +
Christopher R. Burke +
Francis B. Burke III +
Andrew R. Burnett +
Mara Cowan Burnett +
Elise Baran Canfield +
Steven D. Chan +
Allison A. Chang +
Tina L. Charest +
Sarina H. Chernock +
Jennifer Kuo Cheung +
Sarah Cho +
Sylvia Cho +
Boyoun Choi +
Mike J. Cholipski +
Shannon M. Chow +
Lee Chu +
Patrick T. Clark +

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.
Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.

CLASS OF 2007 / 15TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Chandler E. Clarke +
Julia T. Clingan +
Justin Cohen +
Kathryn M. Collins +
Brian G. Connolly +
Paul Costa +
Alison Fanous Cotti-Lowell +
David G. Coughlin +
Cassaundra Courier Coulter +
James J. Cramphin +
Andrew R. Crawford +
Geoffrey J. D’Cruz +
Nathalie Pierrepont Danilovich
Yaw A. Darkwa +
Jon-Michael Davirro +
William C. Davis +
Sargon M. de Jesus +
Shelley Lei De Leon +
Rachel S. Dearborn +
Michael R. Delucia +
Zackary R. DeOssie
Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.

CLASS OF 2007 / 15TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Sean D. Dersch +
Marie Pier Desbiens +
Almaz S. Dessie +
Michael P. DiBartolo +
Marc R. Donahue +
Alexander N. Doty +
Casey J. Dougan +
Zachary C. Drew +
Alexandra Hammer Ducas +
Rachel Lubin Duvdevani +
Vaughn T. Edelson +
Laura C. Ellis +
Teri Silva Ende +
Adam M. Fenn +
Alana J. Firl +
Alexandra M. Fisher +
Elizabeth A. Fison Hudson +
Daniel J. Fombonne +
Janis T. Foo +
Matthew S. Forkin +
Caitlyn B. Fox +

+ Brown Annual Fund  ● 1764 Society  □ College Hill Society

Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.
Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.

CLASS OF 2007 / 15TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Cassie Harrison Fromowitz +
Jonathan B. Fromowitz +
Tyler A. Gaffney +
Justin P. Gallagher +
Shaun J. Gallagher +
Jorge L. Garcia +
Sarah R. Geismer +
Marissa W. Geoffroy +
Tiffney D. George +
Amy H. Goins +
Mark H. Goldberg +
Terrence A. Gong +
Zachary N. Gordon +
Robert M. Greenglass +
Sarah J. Grover
David M. Guttmann +
Zachary H. Harnett +
Brian C. Haroldson +
Benjamin E. Harrison +
David B. Harrison +
David M. Healy +

+ Brown Annual Fund   ○ 1764 Society   □ College Hill Society

Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.
### CLASS OF 2007 / 15TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Margaret H. Heidrick
Christopher J. Heim
Alexandra A. Hinckfuss
Beth L. Hoffman
Sarah A. Hotchkiss
Michelle Pautler Howard
Benjamin D. Hudson
Jennifer M. Hustwitt
Alexander J. Issenman
Holly Jackson
Courtney L. Jenkins
Keith M. Jeschke
Kathleen S. Johnston
Brian T. Joyce
Jonathan S. Jui
Rachel L. Kapelke-Dale
Inna Slutsky Kapilevich
Jessica M. Kawamura
Yuko M. Kawamura
Ryan K. Keller
Erin T. Kelly

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.*

Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.
Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.

## CLASS OF 2007 / 15TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Society</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Andrew Kim</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ipek Kiraç</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shawn R. Kitchner</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deena Quitman Klaber</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert J. Klaber</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacob A. Kling</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christina M. Koningisor</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kazim Koseoglu</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rebecca Kowalsky</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elisabeth C. Kruger</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Divya Kumaraiah</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karen K. Kwei</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michaela M. Labriole</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashley Nummer Ladner</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katherine E. Lamm</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katherine M. Lanning</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tess A. Lantos</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Victoria J. Lattanzi</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jamie K. Lemon</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caryn B. Leventhal Freiberger</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aerin Lim</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

+ Brown Annual Fund   1764 Society  □ College Hill Society

*Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.*
CLASS OF 2007 / 15TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Albert Lin +
Todd J. Lipcon +
Camela Logan +
Jeanette Saraidaridis Lovett +
Daniel J. Lubin +
David Madeira +
Oriana Farley Madeira +
Christopher L. Mahr +
Caroline J. Mailloux +
Grisel Murillo Maldonado
Michael Malecz +
Sam Manhanga +
Sunisa Nardone Manning +
Madeleine M. Marecki-Hall +
Maria T. Martinez-Diaz
Rie C. Masui +
Zara R. Mathews +
Sara King McBride +
Andrew C. McClary +
Owen R. McDougall +
Craig McGowan

+ Brown Annual Fund    ○ 1764 Society    □ College Hill Society

Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.
Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.

CLASS OF 2007 / 15TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Sarah A. McIntire + ○
David B. McNamee + ○
Elizabeth Dickson McNamee + ○
Jessica E. Mendelson +
Eileen P. Meny +
Yohan Minaya + ○
Kathryn S. Moos +
Edith Moreno +
Caitlin Boyle Moriarty + ○
John P. Nagler +
Aki Nakanishi +
Jayesh M. Needham +
Courtney E. Nelson +
Scott K. Nelson + ○
Matthew S. Newcomb + ○
Matthew L. Nicholson + ○
Harrison S. Noffs + ○
Adjatay N. Nyadjroh +
Bailey S. O'Donnell + ○
Moon-Suk Oh + ○
Christopher M. Opisso + ○
Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.

CLASS OF 2007 / 15TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Lillian R. Ostrach + ○
Morgan E. Palmer +
Jade M. Palomino +
Evan D. Panich +
Samantha L. Parker +
William Pasley + ○
Grace L. Peloquin +
Christopher N. Peterson +
Daniel B. Petrie + ○
Daniella Priebatsch Place + ○
Stacy Gugliotta Poli +
Melanie Wolfgang Racine +
Adam P. Rago +
Neil Rajan +
Salima F. Rasul + ○
Nicholas Renzler
Drew H. Rifkin + ○
Sophie Waskow Rifkin + ○
Christopher M. Rommel +
Kara Zeder Rosen +
Jacob M. Rosenberg ○
CLASS OF 2007 / 15TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Joshua R. Rosenthal +
Paul M. Rosiak +
Brenda M. Rubenstein +
Michael R. Ruderman +
Alice Danilovich Russotti +
Patrick M. Ryan +
Benjamin L. Safran +
Simon J. Salgado +
Harry D. Samaroo
Jennella M. Sambour-Wallace +
Luke P. Samson +
Kimberly Wilhelm Samways +
Christina Sanabria +
Benjamin M. Saper
Robert J. Saphirstein +
Jeffrey S. Schub +
Jonathan R. Schwartz +
Cheryl L. Scott +
Kyra H. Selwyn +
David R. Semenza +
Evelyn Brosi Semenza +

+ Brown Annual Fund   ○ 1764 Society   □ College Hill Society

Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.
Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.

CLASS OF 2007 / 15TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Luis Serpa
Raymond Serrano + ○
Angela M. Sherwin + ○
Andrew D. Shield + ○
Michael S. Shim +
Althea T. Simons +
Alison B. Singer +
Christopher M. Skeffington
Steven J. Stacey + ○
Christopher R. Suarez +
Alexandra Surasky-Ysasi + ○
Karen Tai + ○
Leo K. Tam
Bryan Tews + ○
Devin J. Thomas +
Eric N. Thomas +
Kevin P. Thomas +
Michael W. Thompson +
Hong L. Truong +
Jonathan A. Udoff + ○
Samara G. Ungar +

+ Brown Annual Fund  ○ 1764 Society  □ College Hill Society

Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.
Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.

CLASS OF 2007 / 15TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Jane C. Urban +
Dade M. Veron +
Sarah Cristy von Oeyen +
Joshua S. Waitzman +
Frinny Polanco Walters +
Eileen F. Wang +
David M. Washington +
Lauren Crisman Weaver +
Joel H. Weinberger +
Emma S. Welch +
Devorah J. West +
Kate S. Whalen +
Caitie E. Whelan +
Lauren B. Williams +
Ethan A. Wingfield +
Scott J. Wolin +
Sohyun Woo +
Philip T. Wood +
Talya G. Wyzanski +
Ran Xiao +
Tiffany M. Yizar +

+ Brown Annual Fund   ○ 1764 Society   □ College Hill Society
CLASS OF 2007 / 15TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Charlie Yongpravat +
Olivia H. Yu
Georgia E. Zaikowski +
Anonymous (4)

CLASS OF 2002 / 20TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Darryl C. Abrams +
Nicholas J. Agard +
Suneil Agrawal +
Jaime E. Alberts +
Marc J. Altman
Adriana Ambriz +
Ju Dee Ang +
Ashley B. Antler +
John C. Arceci +
Kathryn A. Artis +
Meghan Purvis Auten +
Christopher L. Ayers +
Julie M. Bacon +
Andrew W. Baird +

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.
Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.

CLASS OF 2002 / 20TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Konique G. Ballah +
Keith M. Banhazl + ○
Wolfgang Bardorf + ○
Charles N. Beaudrot +
Alexandra R. Bell +
Nicholas P. Bennett +
Greg Berguig + ○
Alison A. Berman +
Sarah M. Berman +
Donald W. Betten + ○
Elizabeth Quadros Betten + ○
Dheeraj C. Bharwani +
Susan E. Bickerstaff + ○
Gregory M. Bilton +
Ethan M. Binder + ○
Kimberlie A. Birks +
Katherine Boas + ○
William A. Bonner + ○
Meredith Bowen +
M. Cantey Boyd + ○
Benjamin L. Bregman + ○

+ Brown Annual Fund  ○ 1764 Society  □ College Hill Society

Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.
CLASS OF 2002 / 20TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

John A. Broome +
Jessie B. Brown + ○
Noel Pacarro Brown +
Travis T. Brown +
Caroline Burnett + ○
Parag Butala +
Bevin A. Butler +
George Cabrera III ○
Anjali Tuljapurkar Cameron + ○
Vincent F. Capaldi II +
John Cappello +
Emily E. Carmichael + ○
Carmine J. Castellano +
Vanessa W. Chandis +
Michael S. Chang + ○
Ryan E. Charles + ○
YiPei Chen-Josephson + ○
Jeffrey Cheng + ○
Ann F. Cheung + ○
Virginia Nuckols Chiarello + ○
Christopher L. Chin + ○

+ Brown Annual Fund  ○ 1764 Society  □ College Hill Society

*Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.*
Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.

CLASS OF 2002 / 20TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Phillip Chin +
Byung K. Choi +
Cherry An Choi +
Katherine Y. Chon
Jocelyn W. Chong +
Lara Oliver Chu + ○
Nathaniel P. Clapp +
Henry A. Clark IV +
Sierra Burnett Clark +
Julia K. Cline + ○
Miles M. Cohen + ○
Katie Austin Colelli +
Debbie Yoon Colley +
Sebastian R. Colley +
Claudine E. Compas +
Kevin B. Connolly Jr. + ○
Erin M. Connors +
Sarah K. Coogan + ○
Nigel F. Cordeiro +
Timothy J. Correia + ○
Kathleen Corriveau + ○
Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.

CLASS OF 2002 / 20TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Arthur W. Coviello +
Sarah Papp Crowley +
Tamara Chestna Danison +
Sara Pollack Darsky
Julie Brener Davich +
Lisa A. de Perio Vasy +
Peter B. Demoreuille +
Hilary K. Detmold +
Alissa A. Detz +
Rebecca Dhouni Devine +
Andrea M. Diaz +
Elizabeth D. DiBona +
Susan C. Dolhun +
Cyrus E. Dugger +
Jennifer Mitnick Eckers +
Jeffrey A. Edwards +
Lila N. Elman +
Kimberly Greene Eney +
Shaun P. Etheridge +
Chad D. Farrell +
Jordan S. Feil □

+ Brown Annual Fund   ○ 1764 Society   □ College Hill Society
CLASS OF 2002 / 20TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Evan N. Feldman +
Melanie A. Fernandez +
Peter R. Feroe +
Danielle Levy Fisher +
Michael A. Fisk +
Mark P. Fitzgerald +
David J. Flink +
Kenrick H. Fok +
Alyssa Hochberg Fontaine +
Jasmine Y. Foo +
Kevin Forsythe +
Amanda L. Forte +
Stephen S. Francis +
Drew A. Freilich +
Yukiko Fujio +
César C. García Hernández +
Jeanne S. Gerrity +
Jeanette Markle Ghatan +
Katie M. Gideon Doolittle +
Carmen K. Gill +
Meagan McKenney Gillette +

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.

Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.
CLASS OF 2002 / 20TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Anthony S. Giunta +
Anna Goldberg +
Katja Goldflam + ⚪
Gregory M. Golrick +
Benjamin L. Gould +
Jesse C. Graham +
Peter A. Griess + ⚪
Justine Woodfield Groarke + ⚪
Jonathan A. Grossberg +
David Grossman + ⚪
Kate Grossman + ⚪
Christopher N. Gudas +
Abhas Gupta + ⚪
Lindsay L. Haddix ⚪
Michael J. Haidas +
Julia S. Halberstam + ⚪
Nick K. Halmos +
Nina Freeman Hanlon +
Allan V. Hansen + ⚪
J. Ryan Simpson Harvey + ⚪
Brian J. Hashim + ⚪

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.

Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.
CLASS OF 2002 / 20TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Brian J. Herman +
Rebekka Paynter Higgins +
Tien-Yee Chen Hillman +
Kate Hirschmann-Levy +
William E. Holt +
Daniel K. Hong +
Roz Hongsaranagon + ○
Morriah H. Horani + ○
Emily P. Hughes + ○
Marissa Gerdes Humphrey + ○
Sarah A. Humphreys + ○
Caleb Hurst-Hiller + ○
David M. Hyman + ○
Isabella Kairis Icoz + ○
Jessica E. Intrator + ○
Kenneth A. Irvine Jr. +
Shareef K. Jackson +
John Jacobs + ○
Rolland R. Janairo +
Christopher A. Jaros +
Nicholas J. Jaster +

+ Brown Annual Fund  ○ 1764 Society  □ College Hill Society

Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.
CLASS OF 2002 / 20TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Monika P. Jhaveri +
Letitia Hall Johnson
Mathew G. Johnson +
Matthew B. Johnson
Christopher T. Jue +
Thaddeus P. Jusczyk +
Saritha Peruri Kaderali +
Angela Chuck Kane +
Adrian M. Kaplan +
Bryn S. Karaus +
Priya Pradhan Karkar +
Stefan B. Karlsson +
George K. Kaufman +
Ari J. Kaufmann +
Peter E. Kaval ●
Michael G. Keller +
Dr. Inho D. Kim +
Sarah Woods Klingelheber +
Jason Y. Ko +
George Y. Kong +
Natasha M. Korgaonkar +

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.

Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.
Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.

CLASS OF 2002 / 20TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Cooper J. Kramer +
Michael J. Kreidman +
Audrey K. Kwak +
Margaret B. Kwoka +
Gina P. Kwon +
Johanna R. Lacoe +
Elizabeth Merck Lake +
Laffite M. Lamberto-Egan +
Corre Myer Larkin +
Alison Lee +
Darrin J. Lee +
Michael C. Lee +
Alexander Lew +
Harry C. Li +
Vanessa A. Li +
Elyse K. Lightman Samuels +
Bronson C. Lingamfelter +
Elaine Loh +
Martha Blake Lorincz +
Scott J. Macdonald +
Michael R. Malan +

+ Brown Annual Fund  ○ 1764 Society  □ College Hill Society
Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.

CLASS OF 2002 / 20TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Drew D. Maletz +
Katharine A. Malinowski +
Elizabeth R. Mallow +
Celeste M. Malone +
Sophy Hernandez Mangana +
Tanja K. Manners +
Nicholas A. Marcantonio +
Adam C. Marcus +
Paula C. Markarian Burke +
Mary Josephine J. Markle +
Sarah M. Markowitz +
Meryl C. Marr +
Eric J. Marshall +
Jonathan D. Martin +
Stephen A. Martinko +
Heather J. McCrea +
Socheth Sor McCutcheon +
Alana D. McDonough +
Brendan T. McGinn +
Jonathan M. McGowens +
Derek L. McKee +

+ Brown Annual Fund  ○ 1764 Society  □ College Hill Society

Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.
**CLASS OF 2002 / 20TH REUNION HONOR ROLL**

Jamie Olson McKee +
Lucinda J. McLaughlin +
Akanksha Mehta +
Rachel Auth Melgaard +
Gregory J. Metzger +
Danielle Posen Mindlin +
Catherine P. Mitchell +
Daniel Mochon +
Gregory J. Moffitt +
Jenny Lester Moffitt +
Patrick A. Moos +
A. Peter Morello III +
Courtney Lanier Morgret +
Eve S. Moskowitz Parness +
Amanda R. Moskowitz +
Eric T. Mueller +
Daniela E. Myers +
Robyn Neff +
Hieu D. Nguyen +
Khang Nguyen +
Valerie R. Nussenblatt +

+ Brown Annual Fund   ○ 1764 Society   □ College Hill Society

Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.
CLASS OF 2002 / 20TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Laura Browning O'Boyle + ○
William G. O'Boyle + ○
Sarah E. O'Dea + ○
Kimberly J. O'Keefe Markelewicz + ○
Nora C. Oberfield + ○
Leta Malloy Obertacz +
John C. Oh + ○
Haruko C. Okada + ○
Juan C. Olivarez + ○
Carl F. Olson + ○
Alice Kelman Opperman +
Annie L. Owens + ○
Laura Tan Paradis +
Hyun-Joo Park +
Marissa Rappaport Parker + ○
Evan D. Parness +
Jehan Aslam Patterson + ○
Regina T. Pei-Chan +
Rachel E. Pepper +
Matthew Z. Perault + ○
Anne E. Perring + ○

+ Brown Annual Fund    ○ 1764 Society    □ College Hill Society

Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.
**CLASS OF 2002 / 20TH REUNION HONOR ROLL**

Michael R. Peters +  
Rachel Weinstein Petterson  
Jana M. Pickard-Richardson +  
Anna Podolanczuk +  
Daniel J. Polivy +  
Rebecca Spielfogel Polivy +  
Amanda Gruber Powell +  
Andres M. Power +  
Felisa M. Preskill +  
Li-Ming M. Pu +  
Mary Holt Pustejovsky +  
Pablo B. Quintanilla  
Morgan E. Rabach +  
Aaron J. Rackoff +  
Unju T. Rah +  
Ganesh Rao +  
Meredith R. Reba +  
Tiffany A. Reese +  
Jacob I. Reidel +  
Jessica Resnick-Ault +  
Lindsay A. Rhodes +  

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.*

Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.

[+] Brown Annual Fund  [●] 1764 Society  [□] College Hill Society
Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.
Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.

CLASS OF 2002 / 20TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Evan A. Scott +
Katherine E. Segarra +
Benjamin M. Seigel + ○
Gauri K. Shastry + ○
Andrew Shoom-Kirsch +
Dennis Z. Shubert +
Graham B. Siener +
Emily R. Sigman +
Malika S. Simmons +
Carolina A. Simunovic +
Albert Siryaporn + ○
Jeffrey G. Snyder + ○
Jason S. Sobel + ○
Justin E. Spiller +
Michael V. Stanton +
Marshall T. Stark +
Carolyn S. Starrett +
Sandra Steiner +
Sonya K. Sterba +
Indira Stewart +
Michael J. Stillman +
Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.

CLASS OF 2002 / 20TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Richard P. Sutherland +
Carl Takei + ●
Elizabeth A. Talley +
Quinn J. Tamm III +
Julia DeRouen-Hawkins Taylor + ●
Michael K. Teitelbaum +
Jesse D. Thaler + ●
Deepak P. Thomas + ●
Alexis J. Thompson +
Hannah R. Thompson +
Victoria F. Thompson + ●
Christopher T. Tom + ●
Michele R. Traub +
Rebecca E. Traub + ●
James C. Truman + ●
Darrell Trusty Jr. + ●
Kevin R. Turner + ●
Taryn M. Tyler + ●
Sade Clarke Udoetuk +
Corinna Chun Van Der Ghinst +
William J. Van Ness + ●

+ Brown Annual Fund  ● 1764 Society  □ College Hill Society

Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.
Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.
Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.

CLASS OF 2002 / 20TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Glenn Wong +
Quiana J. Wright +
Kevin E. Wu + ●
Theodore A. Wu +
Sze Wai J. Yau + ●
Edward L. Yoon + ●
Mikiko A. Yoshida + ●
Elizabeth L. Yu + ●
John W. Zox + ●
Anonymous (7)

CLASS OF 1997 / 25TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Zoe Abrams +
Matthew E. Albertson Konda +
Carin E. Algava +
Rebecca J. Allen
Travis A. Allen + ●
Lauren M. Allister + ●
Charles W. Alterman + ●
Jessica Kaplan Altman + ●

+ Brown Annual Fund   ● 1764 Society   □ College Hill Society

Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.
CLASS OF 1997 / 25TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Robyn M. Altman +
Julie Isaacs Alweis +
Lindsay K. Amsberry +
Christopher T. Anderson +
Louis J. Andrews +
Elisabeth R. Anker +
Chiyo Aoshima +
Douglas R. Applewhite +
Shehriar Ashraf +
Jay A. Bakhru +
Tim K. Baldwin +
Jennifer Cook Banks +
Liat Baranoff +
Julian A. Baring +
Anna C. Battat +
Matthew C. Baum +
Andrew A. Bender +
Julia E. Berkeley +
Julia M. Berkman +
Catherine Dechert Bernath +
Michael T. Bernath +

+ Brown Annual Fund   1764 Society   College Hill Society

Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.
Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying
gifts be recorded anonymously.

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.
Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.

CLASS OF 1997 / 25TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Esther Lee Cabinte +
Barbara Wallace Callaghan +
Carly Dranginis Callahan + ○
Lorna R. Campbell +
Cynthia G. Canham +
Farrell Allen Carfield +
Ava K. Cato-Werhane +
Rajib Chanda + ○
Joby J. Chandy +
Tom R. Charles +
Katherine L. Chase + ○
Amy E. Checkoway + ○
Zachary A. Cherry +
David L. Chiang + ○ □
Paul J. Choquette III + ○ □
Hyung-Kwon Chung
Robert N. Chung +
Arienne M. Clark-Harrison +
Nadine J. Cohen +
Holly Scanlan Coleman + ○
Edmond R. Coletta +

+ Brown Annual Fund   ○ 1764 Society   □ College Hill Society

Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.
CLASS OF 1997 / 25TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Thomas A. Collard +
Porter Collins +
JP P. Conil +
Miranda Gordon Conlon +
Elizabeth C. Connor +
Patricia Pan Connor +
Jonathan A. Conta +
Amy R. Cook +
Michael W. Corkery +
Joshua D. Crosby +
Katie King Crowley +
Caroline R. Cruise +
Steven M. Cutler +
Mehul A. Dalal +
Eric P. Daniel +
Dexter A. David +
Beth B. Davidson +
Heather L. Davidson +
Gregory M. Davies +
Brooke Davis Nalle +
Olivia R. Dawson +

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.

Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.
Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.

CLASS OF 1997 / 25TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Rena Cohen Dear +
Christopher D. Deegan +
Owen G. Dehoff +
Ikka Delamer +
Matthew F. Dent +
Marco Depero +
Amar A. Desai +
Tej H. Desai +
Elizabeth A. Dever-Ryan +
David M. Dickman +
Colton J. Dirksen +
Vuk D. Djunic +
Cheri D. Dodge-Chin +
Dessislava D. Donkova +
Scott G. Douglass +
George F. du Pont +
Julie Bauman du Pont +
Gary W. Dulaney +
Karen L. Dunn +
Lieko Earle +
Lisa N. Eckstein +

+ Brown Annual Fund  ● 1764 Society  □ College Hill Society

Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.
CLASS OF 1997 / 25TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Nancy S. Eichenlaub +
Jessica Howell Ellis +
Peter W. Ellis +
Karen M. Emma +
Monica Enciso +
Seewan Eng +
Brittain Anderson Ezzes +
Johanna Culhane Fandrey +
Anthony M. Farinha +
Timothy J. Farrell +
Diana Hall Farynjarz +
Matthew Q. Farynjarz +
Andrew Federman +
Naumi M. Feldman +
Seth S. Feldman +
Jeremy H. Finer +
Kristin Williams Fiori +
Sandra Goldstein Fishbach
Gary R. Fishman +
Michael J. Flynn +
Adrian Roy V. Forbes +

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.

Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.
Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.

CLASS OF 1997 / 25TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Tod R. Ford
Heather L. Fox +
Martin T. Fromm + 
Jane Fronek +
Brett M. Frood +
Kate O. Fujimoto + 
Gina Fusaro + 
Craig P. Galligan +
Margaret O. Gallogly + 
Nicholas Genes +
Irene S. Gertner +
Jonathan S. Gherardini +
Nicole Ayotte Giardino +
Katherine Egan Gilbane +
Thomas F. Gilbane III +
Rebecca G. Glashow +
Carolyn A. Glass +
Samuel P. Go + 
Dana J. Goldberg +
Sarah Younkin Goldberg + 
Carey Nutting Goldblatt +

+ Brown Annual Fund  ○ 1764 Society  □ College Hill Society
CLASS OF 1997 / 25TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Jessica K. Gordon +
Margaret Gould Korn
John L. Grandin IV +
Audra L. Gray-Dowdy +
Samantha A. Gregory +
Isabel J. Greiner +
Claire Tichi Grezemkovsky +
John J. Grimley Jr. +
Michael E. Grossman +
Jessica Hatfield Guaragna +
Lisa Meltz Gumpert +
Erica L. Guyer +
Danae Hadjieleftheriadou +
Mari Hagiwara +
Jesse M. Haines +
Naria B. A. Halliwell +
Amy E. Halpert +
Peter C. Han +
Jamie L. Harris +
William V. Harris +
Margaret J. Hartigan +
Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.

CLASS OF 1997 / 25TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Matthew R. Harvey +
Andrew D. Hastings +
Erin Gillen Haugh +
Karen R. Hellman +
Charles A. Herman +
Katharine Rusnak Herman +
May Lee Heye +
Nicole M. Hindman +
Jonathan W. Hodges +
Marissa J. Holob +
Molly G. Hong +
Elana K. Horwich +
Kara L. Howard +
Mia Chough Hu +
Elise M. Hubert +
Alan H. Hung +
Eugene M. Inozemcev +
Olivia Rodriguez Irlando
Stephen R. Izzo +
Samuel E. Jeffries +
Ceri E. Jenkins +
Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.

CLASS OF 1997 / 25TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Marquis L. Jessie +
Araina Jewell +
Kevin G. Jewell +
Galen A. Johnson +
Elizabeth Lepore Jones +
Michael T. M. Jones +
Amit R. Joshi +
Amber Gifford Ju +
Sangwook Ju +
Ujval J. Kapasi +
Lauren J. Kardos +
Emily J. Kauff +
Megan L. Kawatachi +
Sarah E. Kelley +
Scott E. Kelley +
Joshua T. Kennedy +
Katherine Acheson Kerkam +
Kimberly A. Kessler +
Michelle Kupka Keyes +
Aleem S. Khan +
Zeenat H. Khan +

+ Brown Annual Fund  ○ 1764 Society  □ College Hill Society

Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.
Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.

CLASS OF 1997 / 25TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Alice Mi Jung Kim
Bryan D. Kim
Kyunghun Kim
Ariel B. Klein
Alexander M. Kleinberg
Leslie B. Kleinberg
Anitra Brooks Kocyba
Vani J. Konda
Adam M. Korn
Avani S. Kothari
Sophie Coquillette Koven
Rachel Salguero Kowalsky
Donovan R. Kribbs
Elizabeth B. Krieger
Gabriel J. Kronstadt
Winston Kung
Joshua E. Kurland
Michael C. Kwong
Joann Laiprasert-Tantisira
Ernest T. Lampe
Melanie Landay

+ Brown Annual Fund  ○ 1764 Society  □ College Hill Society

Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.
CLASS OF 1997 / 25TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Tashana K. Landray + ○
Jay B. Laudenbach + ○
Monelle Lawrence-Baks + ○
Kathy N. Le +
Jessica M. Leader + ○
Austin Lear +
Lisa Beckett Lee Sang +
Alan L. Lee +
Andrea L. Lee +
Laura A. Lee + ○
John E. Lehman + ○
Jesse Levine + ○
Arielle S. Levites ○
Yamini Subramanian Levitzky + ○
Canyon J. Lew +
Susan Hsia Lew +
Leland Lim +
Hector M. Lima + ○
Michael C. Lin +
Sara L. Lippmann +
Jordan A. Lite +

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.

Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.
Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.

CLASS OF 1997 / 25TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Joy A. Lo +
Sansan S. Lo +
Cortney E. Lollar + ○
Zachary N. London + ○
Nguyen T. Louie + ○
Adam I. Lowe
Mara Loewenstein Lugassy +
Julie A. Lyons + ○
Ryan D. Ma +
Jonathan R. Mackay +
Neel Madan +
Jordan N. Malz +
Melissa A. Mann +
Taylor R. Margis-Noguera + ○
Todd J. Markson +
Kristin Alcorn Masoud
Tarek E. Masoud
Geema Shetty Masson + ○
Vivek Masson + ○
John D. Mayers Jr. +
Laura Beech McClung + ○

+ Brown Annual Fund   ○ 1764 Society   ◼ College Hill Society

Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.
CLASS OF 1997 / 25TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Rachael Royal McDonald +
John A. McGreevy +
Laurie Greer McLoughlin +
John M. Mejia +
Karen O. Mejia
Jonathan D. Melber +
Markus C. Mentzer +
Tansa Mermerci Eksioglu
Rob J. Merrill +
Nathan A. Merriman +
Julie Sullum Merzon +
Evanthia Migadaki +
Kimberly Mayer Miller +
Nanita Yung Miller +
Catherine Bedford Minor +
Mara E. Mintzer +
Lydia B. Misch +
Scott D. Mitnick +
Rajiv Y. Mody +
Alexander Monacelli +
Susanna Visuri Monacelli +

+ Brown Annual Fund  ○ 1764 Society  □ College Hill Society

Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.
*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.

CLASS OF 1997 / 25TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Jason Moo +
James S. Moody +
Jeffry C. Moore +
Tuwanna Y. Morris +
Bonnie A. Morrison +
Sarah Evans Murray +
Manish Nag +
Shadi Nahvi +
David S. Needleman +
Kim B. Nemirow +
Jade E. Newburn +
Jonathan D. Newman +
Andrew L. Nkongho +
Michael T. Noble +
Lauren Trustman Noyes +
Jeffrey K. Nussbaum +
Daniel H. O'Keefe +
Donal O'Sullivan +
Joyce M. Oen-Hsiao +
Masayori Oka +
Amber E. Oliver +

+ Brown Annual Fund  ○ 1764 Society  □ College Hill Society

Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.
Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.

CLASS OF 1997 / 25TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Akwasi I. Opoku-Dakwa +
Jennifer Pelli Packard +
Shilpa Pai +
Cewon C. Park +
Sonal Y. Patel +
Boris I. Pavlin +
Marisa L. Pearl +
Mark F. Pedersen +
Jayson R. Pereira +
Mercedes Perez +
Sangeeth Peruri +
Julia Petropoulos Coupland +
Michele King Petteruti +
Philip G. Petteruti +
Edith L. Pfister +
NeilFred Picciotto +
Eliot Pierce +
Claude S. Platton +
John E. Polansky +
Craig E. Pollack +
Maricruz A. Ponce de Leon +

+ Brown Annual Fund  ○ 1764 Society  □ College Hill Society

Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.
Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.*

**CLASS OF 1997 / 25TH REUNION HONOR ROLL**

Christopher W. Popp +
Christopher B. Porter +
Allen W. Post III +
Alexandra E. Poulos +
Daniel L. Press +
Michael J. Radwin +
Nathaniel J. Rahav +
Stephen L. Ram +
Bianka Ramirez Ahuja +
Maya K. Rao +
Eric C. Raskin +
Mitra E. Rastegar +
Daniel E. Ratner +
John C. Rausch +
Kai-Lin Hsu Rausch +
Kirthi C. Reddy +
Christopher T. Reed +
Sally O'Brien Reed +
Leah Greenhill Reznick +
Helen Rhim +
Jennifer Koo Rho +
CLASS OF 1997 / 25TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Matthew Rho +
Sarah Beinecke Richardson +
Stephanie Horn Richling +
Josh A. Richman +
Jean Rim +
Michael J. Robertson +
Jason N. Rogart +
Jody R. Rosen +
Noah W. Rosenberg +
Gregory A. Roth +
Jeremy W. Rothman-Shore
Amy Grabow Rousseau +
Rupert Roxburgh +
Sarah D. Ruhl +
Maria Pacheco Rumsey +
Sebastian A. Ruth +
Christian D. Rutherford +
Cleo M. Salisbury +
Talya Salz +
Page M. Sargisson +
Nathaniel B. Sawtell +

+ Brown Annual Fund  ○ 1764 Society  □ College Hill Society
Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.
Class of 1997 / 25th Reunion Honor Roll

Rebekah C. Scheinfeld +
Jennifer A. Schettino-Guidea +
Evan L. Schiff +
Bradley A. Schleyer +
Wilfrid N. Schlumberger +
Daniel C. Schmitz +
David E. Schwartz +
Erica J. Seidel +
Stacey J. Seltzer +
Jonathan G. Shafter +
Amil M. Shah +
Apur J. Shah +
Max A. Shapiro +
Piyush Sharma +
Raghav Sharma +
Abraham J. Sheppard +
Anita C. Shieh +
Sandra S. Shim Rueck +
Michael Shim +
Roni Mintz Shtein +
Asher B. Simon +

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.
Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.

CLASS OF 1997 / 25TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Brinda Singh +
Nathan L. Singletary +
Matthew J. Sitter +
Rachel M. Skeete + ○
Martin S. Small +
Derek S. Snyder + ○
Suyin So + □
Cinzia D. Solari +
Grace Y. Song + ○
Doren Spinner + ○
Erica B. Stein +
Wilmar A. Stephens +
Emily Caplan Stephenson +
Jamaal A. Stephenson +
Elizabeth Cottrell Stevenson
Elizabeth M. Stoll + ○
Katharine A. Stratigos +
Glenn P. Strauss + ○
Arielle I. Strem +
Larkin L. Strong +
Bhavanmit S. Suri + ○
CLASS OF 1997 / 25TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Hanya El-Sheshtawy Sustache +
Alicia L. Svenson +
Barnali Tahbildar +
Kenneth J. Taheny +
Judy Tai +
Radit Tantisira +
Katherine S. Tarlov +
Sara Taub +
Rachel M. Terrace +
Allen M. Thomas +
Vera L. Tobin +
Angela R. Tolosa +
Gun Unsal +
Andrea Gay Van Duzor +
Maria Bernadette D. Vergara +
Gabrielle A. Vidal +
Kathleen Viveiros +
Nahoko Wada +
David E. Wade +
Todd H. Waldman +
Amanda Wall +

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.

For donations to be recorded anonymously, please indicate your preference at the time of giving.
Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.

CLASS OF 1997 / 25TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Patrick J. Walsh +
Amy Brown Walton +
Edward D. Wang +
Ken S. Wang +
Jeremy C. Ward +
Larry O. Warner +
Michael P. Warres +
Sally C. Washburn +
Bradley R. Watkins +
Ivan C. Watson +
Edward J. Watts +
Jacob G. Weintraub +
Valerie J. Weiss +
Andrew T. Werhane +
Jennifer Edwards Weston +
Devra A. Wexler +
Kenneth T. White II +
Robert T. Whittenberger +
Mieka Freund Wick +
Kathleen O'Sullivan Williams +
Elliot N. Winard +
Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.

**CLASS OF 1997 / 25TH REUNION HONOR ROLL**

Renee Sekino Wolfe +
Cynthia J. Yablon +
Gerald Yang +
Andrew D. Yen +
Jeehyun J. Yeo +
Nicholas C. Yoder +
Grace Yoon Kilroy +
Gene Yoon +
Peter S. Yoon +
Thomas K. Youn +
Kristen F. Zecchi +
Vanessa J. Zimmerman-Wise +
Vivien Zraick +
Anonymous (8)

**CLASS OF 1992 / 30TH REUNION HONOR ROLL**

Jonathan D. Abbey +
Marielle A. Abell +
Elizabeth C. Adams +
Trine K. Adler-Lustig

+ Brown Annual Fund  ○ 1764 Society  □ College Hill Society

Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.
Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.

CLASS OF 1992 / 30TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Mona Mirapuri Advani +
Tanya Agathocleous +
Collette Ah-Tye +
K. Anis Ahmed +
K. Nabil Ahmed +
Candy P. Albano +
Iman Ali +
Kristy L. Allen +
Cheryl A. Anderson +
Katherine Frankel Azaro +
Barbara Azcona +
Jean S. Bae +
Andrew S. Baer +
Erik J. Bailey +
Christina Wood Baker +
William H. Baker IV +
Catherine Khang Banson +
Martha Dechert Bardsley +
Edward R. Barret +
Marcea Hosay Barringer +
Alison Geneen Bauer +

+ Brown Annual Fund   ○ 1764 Society   □ College Hill Society

Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.
Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.

CLASS OF 1992 / 30TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Susanna Rhodes Beckwith +
Jeffrey J. Bergholt +
Sara Hennessey Berney +
Thomas J. Blandford +
Mary J. Bliss +
Rebecca T. Bliss
Isaac Leonardo L. Blum +
Jonathan B. Bodow +
Carolyn M. Boltin +
Matt C. Bond (Borghesani) +
Dan Bornstein +
Rhonda C. Boyd +
Deborah H. Brant-Deitch
Orlando Bravo +
J.P. Bretl +
Kenya Brome +
David J. Brown +
Mehri I. Brown +
Victoria Park Bruhn +
Dirk L. Brunner +
Brian T. Burba +
**CLASS OF 1992 / 30TH REUNION HONOR ROLL**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Sponsorship</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Susan Santagati Burke</td>
<td>+ Brown Annual Fund</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth C. Burr</td>
<td>+ Brown Annual Fund</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brian Byrne</td>
<td>+ College Hill Society</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Judith A. Caesar-Brown</td>
<td>+ 1764 Society</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holly J. Caldwell</td>
<td>+ 1764 Society</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grace Calhoun</td>
<td>+ College Hill Society</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexandra H. Callen</td>
<td>+ College Hill Society</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kwame K. Campbell</td>
<td>+ College Hill Society</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carolyn C. Cannuscio</td>
<td>+ 1764 Society</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alice Brown Cardini</td>
<td>+ 1764 Society</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sheryl H. Cardozo</td>
<td>+ 1764 Society</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marina Catallozzi</td>
<td>+ 1764 Society</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Troy K. Centazzo</td>
<td>+ 1764 Society</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Victor X. Cerda</td>
<td>+ 1764 Society</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kai-Ching Cha</td>
<td>+ 1764 Society</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrew T. Chan</td>
<td>+ 1764 Society</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth Yu Chiang</td>
<td>+ 1764 Society</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peter V. Chin-Hong</td>
<td>+ 1764 Society</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John H. Choe</td>
<td>+ 1764 Society</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yoon Y. Choo</td>
<td>+ 1764 Society</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John B. Clancy Jr.</td>
<td>+ 1764 Society</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.

Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.
CLASS OF 1992 / 30TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Adam N. Clark +
Daniel P. Clifford Jr. +
Stephen J. Clifford + ●
Alison Manolovici Cody +
Amy L. Cohen +
Jayson L. Cohen +
Joel A. Cohen + ●
Rosanna L. Cohen +
Suzi Kwon Cohen + ●
Mazie Minehart Colen +
Jennifer N. Collet + ●
Merrill Barden Collins + ●
Thomas H. Condon +
William J. Corrin +
Timothy M. Cotter + ●
Roger B. Coulter +
Kimberly L. Couranz + ●
David S. Cromack +
Melissa E. Culross + ●
Shenaz F. Currimjee +
Andrew C. Curtis + ●

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.

Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.
Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.

CLASS OF 1992 / 30TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Bradley S. Curtis
Cassidy J. Curtis
Jonathan S. Czar
Jim Dand
Kristen O'Loughlin Daniel
Christopher A. Darcy
Elisa L. Davis
Shivani Chand de Buretel de Chassey
Robert E. Deacon
Mary Jane Ebert Debenport
Philip E. Deitch
Cynthia A. DeRosa
Matthew T. DeSutter
Cory Diamond
Edward X. Diaz
Emily Sikorovsky DiMiceli
Joseph A. DiMiceli
David E. Dintenfass
Sean B. Dolan
David M. Dolbashian
Jennifer L. Dowd

+ Brown Annual Fund    ○ 1764 Society    □ College Hill Society

Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.
*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.

CLASS OF 1992 / 30TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Jonathan A. Drezner +
Karen Schoenfein Driscoll + ○
Robert J. Driscoll + ○
Arvind D. Dubash + ○
Wesley D. Dupont +
Lauren F. Ebin + ○
Cornelia Eland Ellwein
Elizabeth Engelman +
Rachelle M. Engler +
Malitta V. Engstrom +
Rebecca E. Epstein +
Porpoise Evans + ○
Karim B. Faris + ○
Tara G. Farnsworth + ○
Jeffrey S. Feingold + ○
Michael J. Fieler +
William R. Fisher +
Eliot J. Fisk +
Cara A. Foldes + ○
Jennifer B. Foster Walton + ○
Elizabeth S. Freedman + ○
CLASS OF 1992 / 30TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Mark M. Friedman +
Kathryn Tresness Frisch +
Navah Perlman Frost +
Michael F. Furey +
Shelby S. Gaines +
Elizabeth F. Garbus +
Kenneth Gaw +
William D. Georges +
Jayne S. Gerson +
Bradford M. Gibbs +
Peter Gillespie +
Jonathan G. Gold +
Maxwell J. Goldberg +
Mark A. Goldstein +
Christine Nardolillo Gomes +
Leslie M. Gomez +
Yvette M. Gordon +
Chris T. Gosk +
Randall W. Gourley +
Katherine S. Greenberg +
Robert L. Greene Jr. +

+ Brown Annual Fund  ○ 1764 Society  □ College Hill Society

Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.
Class of 1992 / 30th Reunion Honor Roll

Bronson W. Griscom +
Douglas R. Gronda + ○
Robert M. Grossberg + ○
Christopher A. Grossi +
Gail Albert Halaban +
Lisa Haley Huff + ○ ○
Andrew L. Hall + ○
Rebekah E. Ham + ○
William G. Hamilton +
Curt Harris +
Marc R. Harrison + ○ ○
Karen J. Hauser + ○
Lisa Guggenhime Hauswirth + ○
Elliott R. Haut +
Thomas E. Hayes +
Michael G. Heinz + ○
Agueda Hernandez + ○ ○
Jennifer A. Hershfang + ○
John Hilts +
Deborah J. Hirsch +
S. Yin Ho + ○

+ Brown Annual Fund  ○ 1764 Society  □ College Hill Society

Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.
CLASS OF 1992 / 30TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Alexandra D. Hokin +
James M. Holden +
Thomas J. Holleb +
Yasmeen Hoosenally +
Hayden K. Hsiung +
David E. Huber +
Jennifer K. Hughes +
Jennifer Vohr Hurley +
Ian C. Hutton +
Taro Ikai +
Lauren M. Ilvento +
Jason B. Isaacs +
Tami Ishida +
Lucia Murphy Jaccaci +
Jay S. Jaffe +
Clea Bareau James +
Bobby R. Jindal +
Brett M. Johnson +
Grant D. Johnson +
Michone T. Johnson +
Cara S. Joseph Weiman +

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.

Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.
### CLASS OF 1992 / 30TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Society</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H. Bradley Kahn</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James M. Kaplan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ajoy Kapoor</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hirsh Katzen</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer Roth Kaufman</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loretta Lock Keese</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew G. Kelemen</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aldina Vazao Kennedy</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JaeSon Kim</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lawrence Y. Kim</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yeuen Kim</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John D. King</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eric R. Kirchberger</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timothy J. Kirk</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jonathan S. Klarfeld</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashley Fong Kline</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Larissa P. Kokernot</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nathan Kovalchick</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jaimie Shapiro Kraus</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lili Kung</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analisa B. LaBianco</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.*

Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.
Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.

CLASS OF 1992 / 30TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Scott R. Lange +
Miriam K. Laufer +
Meredith W. Lavitt +
Jonathan A. Lax +
Junwoo Lee +
Steven Lee +
Tony S. Lee +
Jonathan M. Leibner +
Joseph L. Lemon Jr. +
Daphne Seaman Lerner +
David J. Lestz +
Tara J. Levine +
Resa E. Lewiss +
Stuart R. Light +
Sukjin S. Lim +
George S. Lima III +
Deborah G. List +
Jerome H. Liu +
Richard R. Lloyd +
George C. Lo +
Alison Appel Loehnis +

+ Brown Annual Fund  ○ 1764 Society  □ College Hill Society

Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.
Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.

CLASS OF 1992 / 30TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Cristina M. Lopez +
Emma Bermingham Lopez +
Allyson L. Lorimer Crews +
Stephen A. Lundin +
Julie Kemp Lyons +
Monica L. Lypson +
Chun Bong B. Ma +
Christina B. Mace-Turner
Mary Mc Klveen Madden +
Edward S. Malakoff +
Heike Lueckerath Malakoff +
Kirsten P. Malvey +
Harry Mamaysky +
Anastasia Manias +
Marc S. Marchiel +
Aaron M. Marcus +
David J. Marcus +
Eric T. Marin +
Yvonne Mark +
Allison A. Marsh +
Samuel D. Martin +
Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.

CLASS OF 1992 / 30TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Michael Martinez +
Kristen Tomec May +
Elisabeth B. Mayland +
Gregory I. Mazarin
Miguel D. Mazin +
John J. McCabe Jr. +
Christina Surr McCann +
Elizabeth Claffey McEvoy +
Adam J. McKissock +
Ellen A. McLarney +
John E. Mennel +
Donna L. Miele +
Stephen M. Miller +
Sally T. Milliken +
Amy Prensky Miltenberger +
Nicola M. Miner +
Charles K. Minesinger +
Mischa P. Mirin +
Kristi Mitchell +
Kristin E. Mondy +
Edward S. Moon +

+ Brown Annual Fund  1764 Society  College Hill Society

Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.
CLASS OF 1992 / 30TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

M. Quinn Moore +
Rachel S. Moore
Anthony Moretti +
Stephanie Bratiotis Mossburg + ●
Yogita Upadya Mumssen + ●
Joshua Nagler +
Cassandra Choi Nelson + □
Erik H. Nelson +
Shira K. Neuberger + ●
Robert S. Newman + ●
John O. Nolan II
Melissa Kuroda Norton +
Christopher J. Nuzum + ●
William J. O'Brien +
Daniel J. O'Connell +
Fergal B. O'Gorman + ●
David W. Oakland + ●
Karen L. Ogden + ●
Deborah Perlman Osofsky +
Marc D. Osofsky +
Kenneth Padilla + ●

+ Brown Annual Fund  ● 1764 Society  □ College Hill Society

Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.
CLASS OF 1992 / 30TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Stephanie L. Page +
Bahram Pahlavi + ●
Teddy D. Pan + ●
Jason K. Pankau +
Alexandra L. Parnass +
Mehul T. Patel +
Melissa Rosenthal Patrick +
Jason M. Perkel +
Craig M. Perry + ●
Stefanos G. Pesmazoglou
Craig D. Pho +
Jeremy E. Pierotti + ●
Alison L. Pion + ●
Ross Piro + ●
Lewis A. Polishook + ●
Jarrett B. Posner +
Anthony P. Preisano +
Eyal M. Press +
Elizabeth B. Prewitt +
Brian M. Priest +
Tara Brennan Primis + ●

+ Brown Annual Fund  ● 1764 Society  □ College Hill Society

Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.
Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.

CLASS OF 1992 / 30TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Charissa Jeram Proctor +
Ronald T. Pullie +
Rebecca Levenson Ravel + ○
Tal Raviv + ○
Elysabeth Bidwell Ray + ○
Michael A. Reed
John P. Reilly + ○
James F. Remington + ○
Jack S. Resneck Jr. + ○
Lisa Resnek Wyett + ○
Eric D. Reuthe +
Victoria G. Reyes-D'Arcy + ○
Nick B. Richardson +
Barak D. Richman + ○
Bethany Shahinian Richman +
Michael S. Richmsn +
Caitlin Riley +
A. Paul Rimas +
Peter M. Robbins + ○ □
Josephine K. Robins + ○
Alexandra T. Robinson + ○

+ Brown Annual Fund    ○ 1764 Society    □ College Hill Society

Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.
Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.

CLASS OF 1992 / 30TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Angela Robinson +
Clifford D. Robinson + ○ □
Keith A. Robinson +
Arlene S. Rogachefsky +
Paul A. Rogers + ○
Fernando E. Rojas
Alisa K. Roth Stimson + ○
Eric Rothaus + ○
Jason M. Rothenberg + ○
Jeremy E. Rothfleisch +
Elizabeth A. Rover Bailey + ○
Vincent C. Rubino + ○
Rex B. Ruiz +
Christine Esselman Russell + ○
Edee J. Saar
Elizabeth A. Sacheli + ○
Sarah A. Safer + ○
Jason T. Saghir + ○ □
Glenn M. Salzman +
Gurraj S. Sangha + ○
Arlene C. Saphier-Horowitz + □

+ Brown Annual Fund  ○ 1764 Society  □ College Hill Society

Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.
Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.

CLASS OF 1992 / 30TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Evelyn Liu Sayers +
Joshua M. Saypol +
Frederick A. Schacknies +
Laura Schleussner Forne +
Jeremy H. Schneider +
Uwe Schreiner +
James A. Schroeder +
Rachel E. Schumacher +
Joel Scotkin +
Sepehr Sekhavat +
Benjamin K. Semel +
Peter J. Shakow +
Andrea C. Shen +
James E. Shipp +
Dale A. Shivnarain +
Michael E. Showalter +
Bradley C. Sidwell +
Malik I. Sievers +
Dyan M. Simon +
Angela M. Simpson +
Dana E. Singiser +

+ Brown Annual Fund  ○ 1764 Society  □ College Hill Society
Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.
CLASS OF 1992 / 30TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Sonya S. Sippy-Sondhi +
Alison M. Siskin +
David F. Smail Jr. +
Andrew W. Smith +
Stephen C. Smith +
Andrew W. Smyth +
Polly Minifie Snyder +
Mary Ann Campo Sorel +
Pierre E. Sorel +
Shane M. Spradlin +
Gita Srinivasan +
Justine A. Stamen Arrillaga +
Tracy G. Stampfli +
Megan E. Staples +
James R. Strub +
William T. Su +
David B. Sundin +
Shantanu J. Surpure +
Sarah Svengalis Brindle +
Michael D. Sweet +
Julie K. Taitsman +

+ Brown Annual Fund  ○ 1764 Society  □ College Hill Society

Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.
Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.

**CLASS OF 1992 / 30TH REUNION HONOR ROLL**

- Peter Tan
- Wai-Tian Tan
- Kimara Leibowitz Targoff
- Natalie Poon Tarnopolsky
- Daria Brooks Terrell
- Deana M. Theroux
- Alex Thier
- Leise G. Thomason
- Daniel J. Toft
- Lauren A. Traister
- Christina Salomon Tripp
- Gerardo Tristan Jr.
- Stephanie L. Truesdell
- Gregory L. Tucker
- Patricia Tung Gaw
- Monique S. Turner Robinson
- Rachel A. Urkowitz
- Emily Bell Uy
- Thomas M. Vallone
- Susan Soest Valoff
- Todd P. Vandam

+ Brown Annual Fund  ○ 1764 Society  □ College Hill Society

Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.
Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.

CLASS OF 1992 / 30TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Jennifer Rabke Verani + ○
Scott W. Vokey +
Janis M. Voldins +
John L. von Kaufmann +
Joseph D. Walton +
Lori Ann Washe + ○
Clifford J. Watson
April N. Wazeka + ○
Bo B. Webb Jr. + ○
Emily A. Weil +
Jennifer Yerex Welch
David M. Wellisch +
Jessika Sorrosa Wellisch +
Lorin R. Wertheimer +
Meredith A. Whitney +
Amy C. Williams-Derry + ○
Lara K. Witter + ○
David R. Wolff + ○
Jeffrey A. Wolfson + ○
Austin H. Wong + ○
Michael W. Wu □

+ Brown Annual Fund ○ 1764 Society □ College Hill Society

Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.
*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.

CLASS OF 1992 / 30TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Jeff S. Yemin +
Albert M. Yu
Perry P. Yuen +
Maria Victoria Yujuico +
Andrew J. Zahalsky + ○
Hallie Zieselman +
Andrew H. Zimmerman + ○
Kristin M. Zvonar
Anonymous (9)

CLASS OF 1987 / 35TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Katherine Paskalis Adams + ○
Roslyn Stroman Allen +
Scott A. Alpert +
James G. Ambach + ○
Cort Anastasio + ○
David P. Ang + ○
Kevin D. Antram +
Donald W. Apy + ○
Jennifer Don Apy + ○
CLASS OF 1987 / 35TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Anneta Z. Argyres +
Daniel H. Aronson +
Julie Andrews Auclair +
Suzanne Auclair + ○
Ann DeWeer Aviles + ○
Victor M. Aviles + ○
Lisa D. Baker + ○
Michael K. Baker +
Sarah C. Baldwin +
Carlo B. Barel di Sant Albano +
Helen S. Barold +
Joan Barzilay Freund + ○
Margaret H. Bean +
Linda R. Beane +
Paul M. Bechta + ○
Jeffrey M. Becker
W. Horton Beebe-Center +
Clark D. Bender +
Judith Flynn Beningson + ○
Thaddeus M. Bereday +
Catherine M. Beresovski +

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.

Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.
Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.

CLASS OF 1987 / 35TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Karen Berkelhamer Harrison +
H. James Bernard +
Sarah Smith Bernard +
Brian M. Berns +
Diana M. Bianco +
Elise B. Bilodeau McCarthy +
Kim K. Birkenfeld +
Michael B. Blackman +
Eric D. Bloch +
David A. Block +
Pamela S. Bol Riess +
John C. Bonifaz +
Michael D. Bopp +
Erich H. Braun +
Virginia M. Breen +
Kathryn Martin Brewer
Alec W. Brindle Jr. +
Kathryn H. Brinsfield +
Bruce A. Brody-Heine
Christopher S. Brown +
David P. Brown +

+ Brown Annual Fund   ○ 1764 Society   □ College Hill Society
Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.

CLASS OF 1987 / 35TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Katherine A. Brown +
Lesley R. Brown +
Marcia B. Brown
Meredith L. Brown +
Robert R. Brown +
Trinita E. Brown +
Samuel W. Buell +
Meghan A. Burke-Abowd +
Charles T. Burke +
Brian M. Butler +
Barbara M. Calhoun +
Erica Tachera Calise +
Susan K. Campbell +
Gladys R. Capella-Noya +
Andrew P. Caputo +
Grace R. Carvalho-Harris +
Ilana Cass +
Emily J. Ceisler +
Thano A. Chaltas +
Richard A. Chapkis +
Becky Weinstein Charous +

+ Brown Annual Fund  ○ 1764 Society  □ College Hill Society

Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.
CLASS OF 1987 / 35TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Andrew M. Chasen +
Chin F. Chen +
David S. Choi +
Zohra A. Choudhry +  ●
Lauren M. Christman +
Alan H. Chuang +  ●
Donna Catalano Chun
Karen Feinstein Clark +  ●
Stephen F. Clark +  ●
Edward M. Clift +
Stephen J. Climo +
Jon E. Cohen
Richard W. Collett
Leonard L. Comeau +  ●
Elizabeth H. Conover +
Eric M. Conti +
Joseph E. Copeland +
Jennifer W. Corbet +
Justin C. Cordonnier Jr. +  ●
Ned Corkran +  ●  ●
Gregory Corning +  ●

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.

Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.
Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.

CLASS OF 1987 / 35TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Edwin A. Cowen III +
Elizabeth McCabe Cowles +
Christoph A. Cox +
Tamera Coyne-Beasley +
Cathy A. Crocco +
Rhona Gibson Crockett +
Ellen B. Crowe +
Stephen G. Crozier +
Robin Cruz McClearn +
Joan M. Cummins +
Jennifer E. Cusack +
Shannon P. Daley-Harris +
Michael J. Danzi
Alison Canning Davies +
Beth D. Davis Phillpotts +
Alison Doherty Dean +
Catherine A. C. Dean +
Benjamin Dean +
Lee Stevens Deitch +
Mark A. Deitch +
Elizabeth Gordon Dellenbaugh +

+ Brown Annual Fund  ○ 1764 Society  □ College Hill Society

Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.
Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.

CLASS OF 1987 / 35TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Deepali A. Desai
Douglas J. DeShong
Brad C. Deutsch
Jason H. Deutsch
Thomas R. Dey
Scott K. Dinwiddie
Eric N. Dobson
Lisa Doherty
Elisabeth B. Donohue
Nancy Donohue
David B. Doyle
Tom S. Dugan
Maeve Donovan Duncan
Randall C. Dunn
Diane Walworth Walworth Duva
Nancy P. Dynan
Jana R. Edelbaum
Alexandra Edwards
Anthony C. Effinger
Cheryl Cohen Effron
Andra Bowman Ehrenkranz

+ Brown Annual Fund  ○ 1764 Society  □ College Hill Society

Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.
Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.

CLASS OF 1987 / 35TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

John B. Ehrenkranz +
Douglas A. Eisner +
David A. Eligator +
A. Clare Ellis +
Lisa Mucci Ellis +
Denise Biscoe Eng +
Karen E. Engel +
Lee Jamieson Englert +
Christopher F. Esemplare
Jenifer S. Eslami +
David Estin +
Bruce A. Evans +
Maria Oliveira Evonsion +
Alik Farber +
Florence A. Farrell +
Susan A. Faulkner +
Laurie Izuo Fedele +
Suzanne V. Feinberg Saferstein +
Karen L. Feisthamel +
Andrea Feldman Falcione +
Ellen D. Field +

+ Brown Annual Fund  ○ 1764 Society  □ College Hill Society
CLASS OF 1987 / 35TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Leslie A. Findlen +
Todd A. Fisher +
Michael A. Fitzpatrick +
Roger Forman +
Keith L. Fox
Lynn Marinello Franzosa +
Adrienne M. Freeman-Gallant +
Lisa Brown Frevert +
Marc H. Friedberg +
Scott C. Friend +
Karen L. Furie +
Alessandro R. Gabetti +
Kassie Striegel Gada +
Bruce D. Gardner +
Ana T. Garriga +
Jeffrey L. Garrison +
Linda B. Gerard +
Pamela D. Gerrol +
Kenneth M. Gerstein +
Taleen T. Ghazarian +
Jarl Ginsberg +

Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.
CLASS OF 1987 / 35TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Stephanie Jeong Gleason +
Megan R. Golden +
Tracy A. Goldstein Shemano +
Brandt J. Goldstein +
Miriam R. Gonzales +
Pamina M. Gorbach +
Harry N. Gottlieb +
Stephanie L. Grace +
Paul A. Gray +
Michele A. Grimes +
Andy A. Griswold +
Sarah K. Gross +
Gayle A. Grossman-Alweiss +
Marni Josephs Grossman +
Keith M. Gruen +
Alexander N. Guira +
James A. Hafner +
Gregory D. Hahn +
Martha L. Hall +
Kenneth R. Hallows +
Darryl L. Hamlett +

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.

+ Brown Annual Fund  ○ 1764 Society  ☐ College Hill Society

Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.
Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.

* Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.

---

CLASS OF 1987 / 35TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Henry H. Hammond II +
Laura E. Hankins +
Dexter L. Harris + ○
John H. Hartman + ○
Lise Pontbriand Hasegawa + ○
Kimberly Mrazek Hastings + ○
Nick A. Hastings + ○
Carl A. Haverl +
William B. Hayes Jr.
Alexes Hazen + ○
Judith K. Hellerstein + ○
Lauren Helpern + ○
Matthew S. Hendrickson +
Blair E. Hendrix + ○
Debra S. Herman
Antonio Hernandez Conte + ○ □
Luis L. Hernandez + ○
Constance J. Heye + ○
Gary C. Hill +
Marisa S. Hill +
Laura J. Hines + ○
Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.

CLASS OF 1987 / 35TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

George L. Hinman +
Kurt R. Hirsch + ○
Eric F. Hjerpe + ○ □
Yvette Ma Ho + ○
Karl K. Hoagland III + ○
Kirsten B. Hohmann + ○
Stephen L. Hom
Alexandra Kauffman Horowitz +
Edward W. Hu + ○
Linden T. Hu + ○
Annette M. Huddle +
M. Fazle Husain + ○
Ariella Hyman +
David P. Inadomi + ○
Elizabeth Paisley Ivester + ○
Jennifer M. Jacobs + ○
Jonathan A. Jacobs + ○
Daniel H. Jacobson + ○
Gloria C. Jan + ○
Margaret May Jenkins +
Daniel T. Jenks + ○
Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.

CLASS OF 1987 / 35TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Meryl B. Joerg +
Keith F. Johnson +
Kirsten L. Johnson +
Philip D. Johnson +
Yeva M. Johnson +
Andrew H. Johnston +
Karen Stanger Johnston +
Scott A. Johnston +
Bruce C. Jonas +
Dianne Hui Jones +
Tamara E. Jones +
Michael W. Joukowsky
Adam P. Kahn +
Craig R. Kallman +
Sarah Cureton Kaufman +
Steve B. Kaufman +
Michael M. Keden +
Brian M. Kelley
Kerry A. Kelley +
Amy R. Kellogg +
N. Judge King III +

+ Brown Annual Fund   ○ 1764 Society   □ College Hill Society

Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.
CLASS OF 1987 / 35TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Alan Kintisch +
Jennifer L. Klein + ●
Anita L. Kostecki +
Kathryn J. Kostic + ●
Carol A. Kozar + ●
Andrew W. Krantz +
William R. Kraus +
Harvey Kreiswirth +
Edward S. Krigsman + ●
Michael S. Kubzansky +
Elaina M. Kyrouz +
Michele de Vezin Olivier Laird +
John H. Lawrence III +
Kenneth L. LeBon +
Amy Chang Lee + ●
Darlene A. Lefrancois-Haber +
Elizabeth Crowther Lesch + ●
Thomas H. Levine + ●
Kenneth J. Levit +
Joshua S. Levy +
Aldarcy C. Lewis +

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.

Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.
CLASS OF 1987 / 35TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Joshua C. Lewis +
Robert C. Lewis +
Steven A. Lewis +  ●
Elizabeth H. Lies +
Hilary F. Light-Deutsch +
Andrew K. Lipsitz +
James K. Lobsenz +  ●
Jane A. Loewenson +  ●
Nina Y. Loh +  ●
Ulric B. Longyear +  ●
Corali Lopez-Castro +
Anne Siegenthaler Loucks +
Martha J. Loughridge +  ●
Jennifer R. Lynch Seemar +
Rebecca MacDonald +  ●
Joseph A. MacDougald +
Lisa Cohen MacDougald +
James P. Mackey IV +  ●
Michele Madansky +  ●
Siu Yin Cheng Maffa
Katheleen Bartlett Maher +  ●

+ Brown Annual Fund  ● 1764 Society  □ College Hill Society

Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.
Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.

CLASS OF 1987 / 35TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

William S. Maher + o
Robert M. Mandelbaum + o
Susan Lowen Maniatis +
Robert D. Marcus + o
Sandra H. Masuo + o
Suzanne E. Mathews +
Carrie Thompson Mauro +
Ariel Mazin + o
Susanne Mc Gown +
Claire Mc Farland McFarland + o
Kelly A. McGarry +
Stephanie J. McKown + o
Roland A. Medellin + o
David P. Mermin +
Peter J. Meryash + o
Susan E. Metcalfe Speno +
Amy Costa Migdal + o
Kaia K. Miller Goldstein + o
Ethan L. Miller +
Laura Sheppe Miller +
Leigh L. Miller +
Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.

CLASS OF 1987 / 35TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Stephen G. Miller +
Kent K. Min + ◎
Jennifer Adelson Mitty +
Eric H. Mok + ◎ ◎
Cormac D. Molloy + ◎
Paul A. Morfogen + ◎
Charlotte Erwin Morgan +
Christina M. Morganti +
Jennifer Bouras Morrissey + ◎
Beth Mountjoy +
Anna C. Muriel +
Gregory B. Murphy +
Susan Murphy +
Kristen Simmons Murray + ◎
Todd A. Murray + ◎
Suzanne Ewing Nacar + ◎
David L. Newfeld + ◎
Chris Newman +
Nivedita S. Niyogi + ◎
James W. O'Brien + ◎
Shari-Lynn Umlas Odzer + ◎
Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.
CLASS OF 1987 / 35TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Elliot A. Posner +
Laura A. Posten + ●
Sarah W. Poston + ●
Anne-Marie Prabulos +
Ramin Rabbani +
John R. Raftery +
Ianna Raim + ●
Amy R. Ramos + ● ●
Thomas S. Ramotowski + ●
Mark A. Rechan + ●
Michael T. Rechan +
Colleen Mc Guire Reed + ●
Ron P. Reed + ●
Diana V. Reeves +
Pamela R. Reeves + ●
George Reilly +
Lauren J. Resnick +
Tobi Sky Rispoli +
Peter D. Rittmaster +
Kenneth I. Rivers +
Kirsten J. Robinson + ●

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.
CLASS OF 1987 / 35TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Paula M. Robinson +
Rachel E. Rock +
Hannelore B. Rodriguez-Farrar + ○
Mark N. Rogers + ○
Kent P. Rollins + ○
Eric L. Rosen + ○
Kenneth M. Rosenberg
Miriam D. Rosenthal + ○
Karen Berman Ross +
Rebecca Ross + ○
Sandra L. Roth +
Evan M. Rothfield + ○
Catherine Rubin Kermorgant + ○
Lauren Becker Rubin +
Kim S. Rueben + ○
Peter F. Rundlet +
Richard M. Russey + ○
Lisa Ryan-Boyle +
James H. Sabatier +
Antonio Sacconaghi Jr. + ○□
Marshal D. Salomon +

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.

+ Brown Annual Fund ○ 1764 Society □ College Hill Society

Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.
Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.

CLASS OF 1987 / 35TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Michael L. Sand
Fiona Fulton Sanders
Tony J. Santomauro
Gonzalo Sanz De Acedo
Viyada Sarabanchong
Lori R. Schack
Jonathan A. Schaffir
Marcy Miller Schaffir
Phil W. Scher
Jonathan D. Scherl
Lilli de Brito Schindler
Susan Schloff
Ellen Bopp Schmidt
Gary S. Schwartz
Pamela M. Seiderman
Mark M. Selcow
Martha Gallo Shaindlin
Kelley B. Shanahan
Michele Shannon
Kenneth J. Shapiro
Theodore S. Silverman

+ Brown Annual Fund  ○ 1764 Society  □ College Hill Society

Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.
CLASS OF 1987 / 35TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Simone Lau Sim +
Lisa B. Singer +
Matthew Sirovich +
Alexandra Sleator +
Elizabeth Arienti Sloane +
Annik Gagnon Smith +
Dominic L. Smith +
Jason G. Smith +
Margaret Linvill Smith +
Nicole M. Smith +
Jessica Lieber Smolar +
John L. So +
Diane Sobel +
Michelle Gorchow Sobel +
John P. Spencer +
Julie A. Spencer +
Eric P. Spooner +
Douglas W. Stearn +
Erich G. Stephens
Catherine Stern +
Kenneth C. Stevenson III +

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.

Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.
CLASS OF 1987 / 35TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Christopher J. Stille + ○
Therese L. Stowell + ○
Abbot B. Stranahan +
Sarah Eaton Stuart + ○
William L. Stump +
Jocelyn M. Sturdivant +
Rafael V. Suarez +
Kimberly B. Sweet +
Christine M. Swistro +
Jeanne Tang +
Alex J. Taub
Angela E. Taylor +
Dominic A. Taylor +
Michael J. Tempero + ○
Matthew F. Thayer +
Crystal E. Thorpe + ○
David M. Tingue +
Caroline Tipton + ○
Jeffrey M. Toussaint + ○
Thurston Towle +
Emy Y. Tseng +

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.

Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.
CLASS OF 1987 / 35TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Andrew P. Turman +
Valerie T. Tutson +
Reuben K. Varghese +
Madhulika G. Varma +
Andrew P. Varrieur +
My-Tien Vo +
Kent P. Voltz +
Robin Wilpon Wachtler +
hawley J. waldman +
Gary V. Walker +
Evelyn M. Walsh +
David S. Warren +
Danny E. Warshay
Albert S. Washco +
Anne L. Washington +
Marsha Watt +
Courtney F. Weaver +
Edisa K. Weeks +
Cindy M. Weinbaum +
Cynthia Miller Weiner +
Ivan S. Weinstein +

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.

Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.
CLASS OF 1987 / 35TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Steve J. Weinstock +
Abby Rich Weiss +
John C. Weiss +
Karen Silber Weissel +
Desiree M. Welsing +
Jonathan Wetherbee +
Renee T. White +
Carol Warner Wilke +
Juliann Kiraly Williams +
Meredith Hull Williams +
Michael T. Williams +
Scott E. Williams +
George S. Williamson +
Karen Strickland Wills +
Christopher D. Wilson +
Stoddard M. Wilson +
Mindy E. Wiser-Estin +
Annie Van Dusen Wohlgenant +
Timothy J. Wohlgenant +
Ralph Wolf +
Risa A. Wolfson +

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.
Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.

CLASS OF 1987 / 35TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Adrienne B. Wong +
Mary Wong +
Cecilia H. Yu +
William Yue +
Sondra R. Zabar +
Jay A. Zaslow +
Rebecca M. Zeigler Mano +
Margaret R. Zellner +
Ellen Zieselman +
Anita L. Zlatev +
Paul S. Zuchowski Jr. +
Jill B. Zuckman +
Anonymous (8)

CLASS OF 1982 / 40TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Colin J. Aaron
Matthew D. Aaron +
Robert A. Abbatomarco
Donna Kishi Abbott +
Jorge C. Abellas-Martin +
Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.

CLASS OF 1982 / 40TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Ivy Abrams Silverman + ○
Amy Ackerman + ○
Gretchen G. Adams +
Brian D. Adler +
Monica M. Allen +
Linda J. Alpert-Gillis + ○
Peter A. Alpert + ○
Sara Stavis Altman + ○
David S. Andersen + ○
Paula Schnitzer Anzer +
Tom J. Archie + ○
Arden Conover Armstrong + ○
Charles E. Armstrong + ○
Walter C. Armstrong + ○
Alisa S. Aronson +
Moises A. Arriaga + ○
Ann Bagley Willms + ○
Mary K. Bailey + ○
Karen Prager Balliett +
Sandra Lopen Barker +
Gretchen M. Bauer +

+ Brown Annual Fund ○ 1764 Society □ College Hill Society
Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.

**CLASS OF 1982 / 40TH REUNION HONOR ROLL**

Roger H. Baumgarten + ●
Kevin P. Beagan + ●
Stephen H. Beck +
Robert K. Becker + ●
Elia T. Ben-Ari + ●
Melissa Ching Benjamin + □
Nancy Schott Benjamin + ●
Lawrence M. Besaw +
Elizabeth H. Bickford +
Paula K. Biderman + ● □
Martha Fitzpatrick Bishai +
Edward G. Black + ●
Bradley K. Blank +
Paul P. Block
Rachel Korn Bousquet + ●
Steven M. Bowman +
Liza L. Boyajian + ● □
Deborah K. Branch + ●
Jacalyn N. Brecher +
Barbara J. Breedon +
Adam L. Bresnick +

+ Brown Annual Fund  ● 1764 Society  □ College Hill Society

*Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.*
Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.
Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.

CLASS OF 1982 / 40TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Helen C. Ciriello + ○
Kenneth A. Citak + ○
Gordon S. Clark +
Rebecca L. Clark + ○
Cecilia M. Clarke + ○
Jeanne Steinberg Clifford + ○
Myra L. Coffield +
Eric R. Cohen + ○
Judy Kosan Cohen + ○
Shari J. Cohen + ○
Rodney R. Cone +
Russell A. Cooper +
Rachel Rubin Coppersmith + ○
David J. Corcoran + ○
Susan Meckauer Corkett +
Katherine H. Cornog + ○
Robert S. Cowan +
Lena Uljanov Crandall +
Douglas A. Crane +
Elizabeth Lind Crane +
Wm P. Cranley + ○

+ Brown Annual Fund  ○ 1764 Society  □ College Hill Society
Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.

CLASS OF 1982 / 40TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Cynthia M. Crosby 
Robert C. Culin 
Geoffrey A. Curtis 
Lisa C. Curtiss 
Margaret Schrero D'Arcy 
Josie J. Dameyer 
Charles M. Davis 
Deirdre M. Day-Macleod 
Bonnie Michael Del Signore 
Bruce P. Del Signore 
Paul M. Delzio 
James L. Demetroulakos 
Warren S. Demurjian 
Teresa Denning Sevilla 
Deborah M. DeSimone 
Marie DiGiorgio 
Heidi S. Dix 
Elizabeth Phelps Dorer 
David S. Douglas 
Kim Finnegan Drexler 
Rebecca L. Drill
Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.

CLASS OF 1982 / 40TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Wendy Widner Ducharme +
Betsy Sims Duff + ○
Marcia J. Dunn + □
Barbara A. Dworetzky +
Jill A. Eccleston + ○
Judy Gelfond Eick + ○
Yul D. Ejnes + ○
Julia Eleuteri +
Margaret Mc Kenna Enkler
Amy Eppler-Epstein +
Resa Goldstein Eppler +
David J. Escalante +
Christina Charhut Fagerstal +
Eric S. Fain + ○ □
Tanya G. Falbel +
Marguerite M. Farrell + ○
Mary A. Farwell + ○
Sharon E. Fay + ○ □
Howard P. Feinglass +
Nancy A. Ferrari +
Carolyn Berman Fox +

+ Brown Annual Fund  ○ 1764 Society  □ College Hill Society

Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.
CLASS OF 1982 / 40TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Amanda Jonas Freeman +
Maureen Friar +
Jane F. Fried Sheinfeld +
Brooks R. Fudenberg +
Christopher G. Fuller +
Ronald R. Gagnon Jr. +
Julie Gainsburg
Peter W. Galbraith +
Joseph Gallo +
Patti Galluzzi +
Charles E. Gannon +
David W. Gartenstein
Gwenn Sewell Gebhard +
Lewis J. Gelb +
Jill T. Gentile +
Amy Dubin George +
Lawrence J. Gerstner +
Lindley A. Gifford +
Jonathan Gilbert +
Dale Soutter Glass +
Holly E. Glenn +

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.

Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.
Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.

CLASS OF 1982 / 40TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Michael J. Gold +
Christine M. Golde □
Yvonne P. Goldsberry +
Jonathan M. Goldstein + ◻
John L. Gomes +
Robert P. Goodman + ◻
Mark D. Gordon + ◻
Lisa R. Gossels +
Mary E. Granfield + ◻
Robert T. Granfors +
Eric M. Greenfeld + ◻
Georgia Fiedler Griscom +
David O. Groomes + ◻
Anna M. Grossman-McKee +
Douglas K. Grossman-McKee +
Joshua S. Grotstein +
William R. Gurtin □
Raul J. Guzman +
Peta A. Hackel +
David N. Hall +
Danial K. Hallam + ◻

+ Brown Annual Fund  ◻ 1764 Society □ College Hill Society

Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.
CLASS OF 1982 / 40TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Stephen J. Harper +
Chandlee B. Harrell +
Betsy Young Harris + ●
Nancy Bedrick Harris
Susan J. Harris +
Suzette L. Harvey-Prude +
Timothy R. Hearn
Daniel H. Hechtman +
Pamela M. Heggie +
Lisa J. Heller +
Robert W. Helmholz Jr. +
Bruce A. Hendrickson
Carolyn Mohr Hennefeld + ●
Adrian C. Hernandez +
Conrad B. Herrmann + ●
Richard A. Hertling + ●
Brian R. Herts + ●
Andrew D. Hill +
Karen Bowers Hill +
Howard S. Hirsch +
Marcia Lipkind Hirsch +

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.

Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.
*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.

CLASS OF 1982 / 40TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Anne McGrath Hochberg + ○
Michael M. Hochberg + ○
Jane Mintzer Hoffman + ○
Kimberly Kee Hollister +
Amanda Hopkins Tirrell +
Jay B. Horowitz +
James R. Huddleston + ○
Heidi Hudnut-Beumler + ○
Pamela Scharf Hunt + ○
Michelle C. Ifill +
Scott Ingber +
Peggy Jacobs Bader +
Roberta Steinfeld Jacobson + ○
Denise L. Janjigian
Leon Johnson +
Robert S. Jolson +
Richard L. Jones II +
Steven R. Jordan + ○
Mary Raho Julian + ○
Hilary Kacser +
George M. Kalevas

+ Brown Annual Fund  ○ 1764 Society  ■ College Hill Society

Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.
Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.

CLASS OF 1982 / 40TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Nancy Morita Kami +
Neal F. Kane +
Sara Dayan Kaner +
Sheryl L. Kaner +
Aliza Jupiter Kaplan +
Sharon L. Karp +
Rich Kassel +
Alexandra Mackay-Smith Keirstead +
Robert M. Keith Jr.
Jennifer Weksler Keller +
Jim Yong Y. Kim +
Debra A. King-Lukunku +
Abram E. Kirschenbaum +
Melissa J. Kirven +
Lisa Kirsch Klein +
Jacob A. Klerman +
Adrienne Knoll +
Richard F. Koenitzer +
Brian S. Koll +
David B. Kopel +
Susan P. Kornetsky +
Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.

CLASS OF 1982 / 40TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Gwenllian L. Krause +
Susan E. Kresky-Gallwey +
Neil A. Krieger +
Diane Krivit Katzman +
Anne Kelting Kronenberg
Eric L. Kronenberg
Linda S. Kulla +
Paula G. Kullberg +
Steve M. Kumins +
Timothy W. Kunda +
Steven J. Kussick +
Mark S. LaConte +
Daniel A. Ladow +
Jeffrey D. Lake +
Sarah E. Lamb +
Andrew S. Lantz +
Hannah Lee +
Hope D. Leeson +
Stuart J. Lehman +
Bennett P. Leifer
Debra S. Leizman +

+ Brown Annual Fund  ○ 1764 Society  □ College Hill Society

Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.
Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.

CLASS OF 1982 / 40TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Joseph E. Lellman +
Joan K. Lensing +
Elliot J. Lerner +
Alan T. Levenson +
James F. Levin +
Daniel A. Levinson +
Laura S. Levitt +
Robin Wolf Levy +
Bertram C. Lewars +
Mary Allen Lindemann +
Frederick J. Linkner +
Alex L. Lipman +
Sandra B. Livingston
Gale K. Lockland +
William Lockwood-Benet +
Andrew G. Logan +
Helaine B. Loman +
Adam E. Loory +
Sue Loring +
Melissa C. Lukin +
Jennifer Luray +
Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.

CLASS OF 1982 / 40TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Patricia E. Lutsky +
James D. Lutz +
David L. Lyle +
Susan C. Lynch +
Michael J. Macrone +
Bill J. Magavern +
Janice Calabresi Maggs +
Linda Peters Mahdesian +
Rochelle J. Mains
George J. Makari +
Pamela G. Mann +
Diana B. Marcus Muller +
David L. Marcus +
Jack A. Markell +
Stephen A. Marks +
Elizabeth Au Martinsen +
Karona M. Mason
Michele A. Masucci +
Charles E. Mather IV +
Atiba S. Mbiwan +
Renee Mc Kinney McKinney +

+ Brown Annual Fund  ◇ 1764 Society  □ College Hill Society

Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.
CLASS OF 1982 / 40TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Susan Grimes McPhee +
Juliette J. Meeus +
Sheila Mehta +
Lynn A. Meister Tarras +
Claude A. Mellins +
Karen S. Mellor +
Lianne Arrington Merchant +
Siobhan O’Duffy Millen +
Barbara E. Miller +
Paul R. Miller +
Deborah J. Mills-Scofield +
Robert M. Milman +
Linda Saxl Minton +
Dean C. Mitchell
Mary Spalckhaver Mogerley +
John M. Montgomery +
Morgan Kennedy Moody +
Elizabeth K. Moore +
Bob Morris +
Eric Moscahlaidis +
Hans-Friedrich O. Mueller

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.

Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.
*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.

CLASS OF 1982 / 40TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Theodore V. Mundy III +
Maura A. Murphy + ●
Phoebe Manzella Murphy +
Sarah Munro Murray + ●
Robert A. Naftal +
Susan G. Nangle + ●
George L. Nash Jr. + ●
Barbara Ballin Newman + ●
Lea Anne Hikokawa Ng + ●●
Mattia P. Nocera + ●
Christian L. Oberbeck + ●
Carolyn S. Oliner +
Vicky Oliver + ●
Susan O. Orczyk Desai + ●
Suzanne Pace +
Richard A. Paik + ●
Stacy E. Palmer + ●●
Stephanie J. Panes +
Wayne C. Paulekas +
Perri A. Peltz + ●

+ Brown Annual Fund   ● 1764 Society   □ College Hill Society

Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.
CLASS OF 1982 / 40TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

John R. Peracchio
Vanessa Turi Pesec
Pamela J. Petro
Emily H. Piccirillo
Valerie J. Pimenta
Jodi Kase Pliskin
E. Denley Poor-Reynolds
Stuart I. Post
Debra L. Pruzan-Clain
Laurie M. Purcell LaConte
Nina Bogosian Quigley
Donna Shapiro Rabiner
Dean A. Rapoza
Christopher J. Rapuano
Mark L. Rast
Mary Beth Raycraft
Andrea Johnson Razzaghi
Jan H. Reitsma
Lenore Rourke Relihan
Christine A. Resta
Matt D. Reynolds

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.

Brown Annual Fund  ➔ 1764 Society  ➔ College Hill Society
Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.
CLASS OF 1982 / 40TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

David S. Rich +
Bradley W. Robinson +
Nicolas S. Rohatyn +
Nancy E. Roosa +
Robert A. Root +
Sara Jane Rose +
Lee J. Rosen +
Harry B. Rosenberg Jr. +
Lisa J. Rothstein +
Chiyo Imai Imai Rowe +
Beth L. Rubin +
Jeannine Munde Rucker +
Beverley Kelly Ryan +
Joy-Elan M. Ryan +
Leila Saidenberg +
Benjamin J. Salazar +
James K. Sams +
Heidi D. Sanel +
Molly V. Schen +
Joseph A. Schkolnick +
Sara Schley +

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.

Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.
CLASS OF 1982 / 40TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Christoph H. Schmidt Jr. + ○
Eric M. Schultz + ○
Bryan A. Schwartz +
Dana Spergel Schwartz + ○
Nancy E. Schwartz +
Eric L. Schwimmer +
Elizabeth A. Seitz +
Garth C. Self + ○
Joaquin M. Sena + ○
Abbi Seward + ○
Howard J. Shatz + ○
Barrett C. Sheridan + ○
James M. Sheridan +
Scott E. Sherman + ○
Kenan A. Siegel + ○
Karen A. Siff-Exkorn +
Cherie Gillette Sigward + ○
Frances Melvin Silva + ○
Mimi Brown Simpson +
Wayne L. Singleton + ○
Alexander H. Slivka +
Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.

CLASS OF 1982 / 40TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Dana Kay Smith +
Judith Sampson Smith +
William B. Smylie +
Robin S. Soffer +
Robert E. Somol Jr. +
Harlan R. Sonderling +
Douglas T. Sovern +
Tom J. Spath +
Robert J. Spezzano +
Philip J. Squattrito +
Carolyn Akaishi Stannard +
James P. Stannard +
Evan R. Steen +
Marie Skomoroch Stein +
Russell C. Steinert Jr. +
Gregory T. Stern +
Peter A. Stern +
Barry S. Sternlicht □
Margaret I. Stewart +
Thomas T. Stockton +
Tricia Stone +
CLASS OF 1982 / 40TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

David C. Straney + ○
Susan Berman Straney + ○
William S. Strauss +
John L. Strauss Jr. +
Pamela J. Strauss +
Marc S. Straussberg + ○
Nancy E. Stroker +
Michael J. Stuer + ○
Marlene A. Sturm + ○
Dee Dee Sturr + ○
Elizabeth A. Sullivan
Kathleen M. Sullivan + ○
Robert C. Sullivan Jr. + ○
Steven A. Sunshine + ○
Nina S. Tager +
Stuart A. Tarmy +
Maurice F. Taylor + ○
Ashley B. Tessmer ○
Perrin B. Tingley + ○
Sean M. Tracey + ○
Henry R. Trevor + ○

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.
CLASS OF 1982 / 40TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Elaine Tung +
Christine M. Van +
David P. Vander Schaaf +
Anne Hynek Veeraraghavan +
James R. Vernon +
Helen DiBona Vlasic +
Michael A. Vlastic +
Valorie K. Vojdik +
Sharlene W. W. Graham +
Bonnie E. Waltch +
Christopher C. Wang +
Anne Reynolds Ward +
Raymond V. Wedderburn +
David N. Weil +
Robert L. Weinberg +
Lynne J. Weinstein +
Tony G. Weisman +
Susan E. Weissman +
Toby S. Welles +
Elizabeth A. Werter +
Jim Wexler +
Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.

**CLASS OF 1982 / 40TH REUNION HONOR ROLL**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Donor Society</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Robert A. Wexler</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philip D. Wey</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexandra Wheeler</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bernadette C. Wheeler</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lloyd J. Whitman</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ramona Schuberth Wilcox</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donna Corazza Williams</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kevin A. Williams</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pamela H. Wilmot</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenneth J. Wishnia</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael T. Wojciechowicz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donna L. Woodall</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christopher F. Wright</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richard S. Wright</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lesley J. Wu</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Susan D. Yie</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adina Chouequet Young</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>George H. Young III</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William E. Zieff</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scott A. Ziegler</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John J. Zlatic</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

+ Brown Annual Fund  ○ 1764 Society  □ College Hill Society
Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.

---

CLASS OF 1982 / 40TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Louise Mc Daniels Zornoza +
Anonymous (10)

CLASS OF 1977 / 45TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Anita C. Abraham-Inz +
Howard M. Abrams +
Jim J. Aguiar +
Joanne Ahola +
Dirk Q. Allen +
Richard L. Amdur +
Edward S. Annunziato +
C.D. Armstrong +
Henry C. Asher
Tracy M. Baer +
Robert S. Ballentine +
Lisa Barkley +
George S. Barrett +
Mark Barrett +
Susan Duvier Bass +
Joseph C. Basso III +

+ Brown Annual Fund  ○ 1764 Society  □ College Hill Society

*Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.*
CLASS OF 1977 / 45TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Elizabeth M. Beach +
Sharon D. Beagles +
Lynne Freed Bell +
Lawrence S. Benjamin +
Barbara Baughman Berke +
Diane Giles Berliner +
Christopher J. Berman +
Kenneth D. Berman +
Mitchell F. Berman +
Edward C. Bernard +
Ellen Nickerson Bernard +
Melissa A. Bilger +
Leo J. Blackman +
Matthew S. Blank
Carol Ausubel Blumenfeld +
Marjory Spodick Blumenthal
William Blumenthal
Barbara Hall Blumer +
Robert P. Boiarsky
John M. Bouda +
Pamela L. Bower-Basso +

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.

Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.
Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.

CLASS OF 1977 / 45TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Aaron A. Brandes +
Archie W. Brown + ○
Richard B. Brown Jr. + ○
Anne L. Buchinski + ○
Stephen L. Buchwald +
Kathleen W. Buechel +
Deborah Chick Burke
Kenneth J. Butler III
Katherine Campbell + ○
George P. Caraberis +
James A. Carpenter Jr. + ○
Richard E. Carson + ○
Ellen E. Carucci +
Sarah C. Cecil + ○
Anne M. Chalmers
Jack S. Chomsky +
Christopher G. Chute + ○
James J. Cimino + ○
Susan Bowker Clarendon + ○ □
Heather Claflin Clayton +
Katherine Schield Clifford +

+ Brown Annual Fund  ○ 1764 Society  □ College Hill Society

Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.
Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.

CLASS OF 1977 / 45TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

J. Scott Coburn
Marsha A. Cohan
Ann B. Cohen +
Miriam Curtis Curtis Coleman +
Marc D. Coltrera + ○
Philip K. Cone + ○
Robert M. Cort + ○
James E. Costa +
Kelly E. Costigan +
Kathleen Cote Bowling +
Charlotte H. Crystal +
Timothy J. Daly + ○
Ellen R. Dame + ○
Lisa Dames + ○
Judith Pollard Danforth + ○
Murray S. Danforth III + ○
Vivian M. Daub + ○
David J. De Pinto
Stephanie E. Dearmont + ○
Everett L. DeGolyer + ○
Ellen M. DeNooye + ○
CLASS OF 1977 / 45TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Karen Kenney Dickson +
Heather D. Diddel +
Mark A. Druy + ○
William F. Eckhardt III + ○
Katherine Benbow Ehrenberger +
Lisa J. Ellis +
Robert Eng + ○
Robert H. Farnham Jr.
Jonathan D. Feinberg +
Alison Nichols Ferring
Genine Macks Fidler + ○
Josh E. Fidler + ○
Richard J. Fife +
Kevin A. Fisher +
Read T. Fleming + ○
Bonnie Hough Flint +
Lucinda A. Flowers + ○
Jean A. Follett + ○
Ramona Q. Fung + ○
Frederic R. Furuya + ○
John T. Gaddis +

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.

Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.
Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.

CLASS OF 1977 / 45TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Sabrina Gallop +
Stephen L. Garber + ◉
Alden M. Garrett + ◉
Ann Slate Gaspari + ◉
Jeanne M. Gau +
Frederick W. George + ◉
Audrey Seus Gillespie + ◉
David S. Glicksberg + ◉
Bradford L. Goldense + ◉
David N. Gottsegen +
Kenneth T. Grant + ◉
Ross Z. Greenburg □
Susan L. Groll
Rochelle M. Gunner + ◉
Margaret Pratt Hagen
John C. Haltiwanger + ◉
Pam L. Hamilton + ◉
Jeremy W. Handelman + □
Jo A. Hannafin +
Kathryn D. Haslanger +
David R. Haumann

+ Brown Annual Fund ◇ 1764 Society □ College Hill Society

Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.
CLASS OF 1977 / 45TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Vicki P. Haupt + ○
David Heinemann +
Julia Heinrich
Constance E. Helfat + ○
Karen Johnson Hemphill +
Richard A. Hofmann + ○
Marcia Jacobs Hooper +
Thomas M. Horiagon +
Neil S. Hornung + ○
Robert W. Hummel + ○
Linda Hammer Hutt + ○
Susan Ketelhut Hyde
Lynda A. Ingham + ○ ○
Jeffrey P. Jacobs +
Oren Jacoby +
Seth R. Jaffe + ○
Lynn Henry James + ○
Naomi H. Janowitz + ○
Clifford G. Johnson + ○
Cynthia Hans Johnson + ○
David B. Johnson + ○
CLASS OF 1977 / 45TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Garner P. Johnson
Ann I. Jones
Anne Crafts Jones
Kathleen Jordan Cassidy
Barry E. Kabalkin
Robert E. Kaplan
Debra Ehrman Kaye
Anthony M. Keats
Paul R. Kershaw
Matthew L. Kimball
Deborah Dorman Kirk
Stuart L. Klein
Charles H. Knauss
Howard Koslow
Melissa Kraft
Patricia A. Krause
Jody E. Kreiman
Lori S. Krop
Karen Joyce Lambert
Supawan Lamsam
Theodore J. Langevin

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.

Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.
CLASS OF 1977 / 45TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Andrew S. Leichter +
Kenneth D. Lent +
Andrea S. Levere +
Victor D. Lewis III +
Maureen Murphy Leydon +
Carol M. Liang +
Nancy Kagan Lisnow +
Rodney L. Lofton +
Denis S. Longpre +
Cheryl E. Lopes +
Monica Escobar Lowell +
Victor A. Lowell +
Nancy Lewis Lukewich
William A. Lukewich
George E. Lush +
Joren C. Madsen +
Paula E. Maguire +
Carol Harmon Mahony +
Eugene L. Mahr +
Joanne Levine Mahr +
Patricia K. Maier +

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.

Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.
CLASS OF 1977 / 45TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Barbara Sunderland Manousso + ○ □
William J. Marinelli
Louis J. Mariorenzi + ○
David B. Mark +
Juanita K. Martin + ○
Eleanor Earle Mascheroni + ○
Michael P. Massoglia + ○
Melinda Nichols Mayer + ○
Charles R. Maze +
Ann E. McLarty
Peter M. Michelson + ○
Ellen B. Miller-Sonet +
Mollie D. Miller +
Robert S. Miller + ○
Dee M. Mirando-Gould + ○
Karen S. Misler + ○
Gertrude S. Moffat +
Steven D. Moore + ○
Donald R. Muratori + ○
Betts Howes Murray + ○
Mark A. Musen + ○

*gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.

Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.
Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.

CLASS OF 1977 / 45TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Gerry A. Muzzillo +
Lynn Nathanson + ○ □
Deborah A. Neimeth + ○
David W. Nelson +
Jonathan M. Nelson + ○
Leslie Goldwater Nelson +
Scott A. Nelson +
Nancy Lewis Nichols + ○
Deborah Mayer O’Brien + ○
Robert J. O’Leary +
Jeffrey M. O’Connell +
Brock E. Osborn +
Michael Pahl +
Mark J. Pandiscio + ○
John S. Pappas + ○
Steven H. Parker + ○
Robert B. Patterson +
Christopher R. Paul + ○
Meryl D. Pearlstein +
George G. Pennacchi
Michele Eison Perchonok +

+ Brown Annual Fund  ○ 1764 Society  □ College Hill Society

Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.
Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.

**CLASS OF 1977 / 45TH REUNION HONOR ROLL**

John G. Perenchio
Blake S. Perkins + ●
Charles B. Perkins + □
Victoria Purchase Perkins + □
Susan Pilch Friedman + ●
Peter A. Plimpton +
Fred T. Polacek +
Karen L. Posner + ●
Barbara R. Posnick + ●
Arnold B. Rabson ●
Janet A. Raicovich +
Kevin A. Rames +
Christopher P. Rauber +
David M. Ray + ●
Robin Hazard Ray + ●
Janet Greenberg Razulis +
Cynthia Mock Reusché + ●
Thomas R. Reusché +
James R. Reynolds II + ●
Robert A. Rich + ●
Jonathan B. Roberts + ●

+ Brown Annual Fund ● 1764 Society □ College Hill Society

*Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.*
Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.

CLASS OF 1977 / 45TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Fred J. Roeber
William E. Roman
Kathie T. Rones
Carla W. Rosenthal
Kenneth T. Roth
Neal E. Rothschild
Noel Rubinton Jr.
Lauren Ressler Rublin
Nancy F. Sachs
Susan J. Sampliner
Mathies J. Santos
Steven J. Saul
Marjorie S. Scheiber
Kermit L. Schoenholtz
Jill A. Schreiber
Elizabeth D. Schrero
Alan R. Schwartz
Bradley D. Schwartz
Elizabeth D. Scott
Robin R. Seaberg
Ava L. Seave

+ Brown Annual Fund  1764 Society  College Hill Society

Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.
### CLASS OF 1977 / 45TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Agreement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nancy Barrow Serrurier</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leslie D. Servi</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eugenia C. Shao</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Henry D. Sharpe III</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jane Baglini Shawcross</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bruce W. Sherman</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth Munves Sherman</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steven M. Sherman</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barry A. Sholem</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Priscilla Shube</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Therese Sibon</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kim D. Sichel</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joseph H. Silverman</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Susan Greenhaus Silverman</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kathleen King Siwicki</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert M. Siwicki</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert E. Spatt</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robin L. Spear</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elin Spring Kaufman</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edward J. Stack III</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brian J. Stark</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.*
**CLASS OF 1977 / 45TH REUNION HONOR ROLL**

Bradley H. Stein +
Jeffrey A. Stone +
David C. Strouss +
Mary Toher Sullivan +
Philip L. Sunshine +
Randall J. Sunshine +
Lou Supino +
E. Scott Swanezy
Joey Tamashiro +
Sharon L. Taylor +
Rita Harder Tempel +
Dani Ticktin Koplik +
Judith Freundlich Tiell +
William N. Tifft +
Ann Borgeson Tindall +
Joanne Topol +
Hal R. Tovin +
James P. Traceski
Douglas V. Traver +
Nikolaos C. Tsamis +
John A. Van Raalte Jr. +

+ Brown Annual Fund   ○ 1764 Society   □ College Hill Society

Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.
CLASS OF 1977 / 45TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

J. Robert Wahlberg +
Michael T. Wallace Jr.
Frederick R. Walsh Jr. +
Barry K. Waters +
Doron Weber +
Janie S. Weinberg +
Jeffrey O. White +
Roscoe Wilks Jr.
J. Thomas Wilmot +
David E. Wilson +
Amy Printz Winterfeld +
Alexander C. Wood
Elizabeth Rohr Wood
John R. Woravka +
Jan E. Zlotnick +
M. Cory Zucker +
Anonymous (4)

CLASS OF 1972 / 50TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Donald I. Abrams +

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.

Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.
Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.

CLASS OF 1972 / 50TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Paul S. Alpert +
Deborah Cigolle Amylon
Kenneth L. Amylon
Michael D. Amylon +
Janet E. Andersen +
Kathryn M. Anderson +
Rulon C. Anderson +
David J. Andrews +
William F. Armitage Jr. +
David A. Atwood +
Paul A. Backalenick +
Stephen M. Bacon +
David L. Baldauf +
George A. Balle +
John C. Barstow +
Laura Leff Becker +
Arlyn R. Bell +
Stephen A. Bennett +
Emilie A. Benoit +
Paul R. Benoit +
Arnold L. Berman +
Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.

CLASS OF 1972 / 50TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Joan Beliveau Berna +
David J. Bernstein +
George H. Beuchert III +
Jonathan L. Bigelow +
Janet Mabee Blazyk +
Wendy K. Bloom +
Charles L. Blottin +
Mark S. Blumenkranz +
Richard S. Boskey +
Mary Hutzler Bouwkamp +
Christine S. Bowman
Richard J. Boyland Jr.
Flint Brayton +
Scott R. Briggs
George B. Brothers Jr. +
Deborah E. Brouse +
Thomas S. Bryson +
Robyn A. Burns +
Susan Beckley Burns
Paul Bush +
Dennis L. Butcher +
CLASS OF 1972 / 50TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Barbara J. Butera +
Janet E. Buttolph Johnson +
Bonnie Good Buzzell +
Anthony A. Caldamone +
Andrea Cali Hughes + □
Alan B. Campell + □
Christin Carter-Su + □
Anthony R. Carter + □
Robert M. Castellan + □
William J. Coakley +
Andrew F. Coburn + □
James T. Colby III +
Gene L. Colice +
Clarkson A. Collins IV + □
Lucy A. Commoner + □
James P. Conley + □
Mark W. Connar + □
Thomas R. Corcoran + □
Rebecca P. Cornwall Galkiewicz + □ □
Robert G. Covett +
Stephen L. Cowell +

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.

Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.
Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.

**CLASS OF 1972 / 50TH REUNION HONOR ROLL**

Charles S. Craig
Oliver D. Cromwell + ●
Daniel A. Cummings + ●
Christine A. Curcio +
Shaun B. Curran + ●
Pamela Kispert Dannelly + ●
Wayne C. Darnell + ●
John N. Datesh Jr. +
Julia Ross Day +
Joan Mc Donald DeFinis +
Lynne F. Derus +
D. Paul Di Maggio Jr. + ●
Vincent C. DiCola + ●
Robert A. DiFranco
Gregory G. Doench +
Joseph B. Doherty Jr. +
Mark H. Donahue + ●
Thomas P. Doody + ●
Arthur R. Dresdale + ● ●
Golde G. Dudell + ●
James R. Duffy + ●

+ Brown Annual Fund  ● 1764 Society  □ College Hill Society

*Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.*
CLASS OF 1972 / 50TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Frances A. Dykstra +
Gerald M. Eaton + •
Alvin M. Ehrlich
Robert P. Elfering Jr. + •
Jonathan L. Elion
Richard A. Epstein + •
Paul Espinosa
Susan Farrell +
Joan Dillon Ferguson + •
Robert W. Fisk + •
Arthur M. Franklin +
Wendy R. Fredericks + •
Linda Casinghino Freeman + •
James N. Friedman +
Christine Erisman Fuller +
Thomas W. Furth + •
Mark E. Gallagher +
Jonathan Gell +
John J. Gentile Jr.
Sharon Stern Stern Gerstman + •
Russell W. Giannetta +

+ Brown Annual Fund  • 1764 Society  □ College Hill Society

Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.
CLASS OF 1972 / 50TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Barbara Kennedy Gibbs
Michael C. Gillespie +
Stephen A. Glassman +
John R. Gleason +
Grant S. Golden +
William A. Golden +
Charles D. Goldfine
Rose H. Goldman +
Barry E. Goldwasser +
Barry Gottlieb +
Melissa Greenspan +
Noel P. Greis +
James W. Gronefeld +
Kenneth B. Grooms +
Charles E. Gross Jr. +
Edward F. Guiliano +
Joseph C. Guyaux +
Barbara M. Hall +
James C. Hall +
Marcia Maxson Haller
Samuel W. Halpern +

+ Brown Annual Fund   ○ 1764 Society   □ College Hill Society

Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.
Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.

CLASS OF 1972 / 50TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Margaret J. Hamer +
Ruth H. Hanno
Michael J. Harla +
Robert R. Hayes +
Linda R. Hayward +
Craig Hazen +
Hilding Hedberg +
Joanne K. Hilferty
Marla K. Hires +
Arthur L. Horwich +
Rhea A. Hurwitz +
Beth E. Irving +
Melissa Bradford Jacobson +
Robert G. James +
John L. Jaworski +
G. Eric Johansen +
Charles R. Johnson +
Diane E. Johnson +
Richard A. Johnson +
Susan G. Johnson +
G. Paul Jones +
CLASS OF 1972 / 50TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Lawrence A. Jones +
Robert C. Joondeph +
Susan J. Kaler + ○
Steven P. Kanig +
Linda Sagaser Kao +
Linda A. Kasparson + ○
William C. Kavan + □
Pardon R. Kenney + ○
Charles A. Kessler +
Julie M. King + ○
Robert D. Kirk III + ○
John J. Klopacz + ○
Edwin B. Knights
Steven W. Kraft + ○
Ulrich Lachler + ○
Edward D. Lazowska +
Karen L. Leggett +
Robert F. Leroy + □
Robert J. Levine + □
Peter A. LeWitt +
Deborah J. Lisker + ○ □

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.

Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.
Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.

CLASS OF 1972 / 50TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Emily Calkins Livant +
Ronald P. Locke
Ruth C. Loew +
Philip Y. Lu +
Robert S. Ludwig +
Martin J. Luftman
Francis G. Maaz +
Johnetta Reddix MacCalla +
Lois Abromitis Mackin +
Carol Goddard MacMillan +
Paul L. Maddock Jr. +
Justin D. Mahon Jr. +
Robert G. Mair +
Stephen L. Majeski +
Bruce H. Mann
Eric P. Marcus
Guy W. Marszalek +
Lizbeth J. Martin +
Sarah E. Mason +
Deanne Horn Mc Clintock +
Betty Brown McCain +

+ Brown Annual Fund  ○ 1764 Society  □ College Hill Society

Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.
Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.

CLASS OF 1972 / 50TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Kirk A. McKinney +
Alexander T. McMahon +
Lucy Richardson Meadows +
Jane Littell Meyer +
Michael L. Meyers +
Dorothy Noren Millbrandt +
Jolyon C. Miller +
Linda L. Miller +
Steven G. Miller
Steven S. Mitchell +
Mike M. Mochizuki +
Gale A. Mondry +
Maurice E. Moore +
James W. Morgan +
Tamara Clemens Morgenstern +
Gregory S. Mountain +
Scott A. Munch
Patricia L. Myskowski +
Eric C. Nadel +
Laurie J. Nicholson +
John M. Nicklas +

+ Brown Annual Fund  ○ 1764 Society  □ College Hill Society

Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.
CLASS OF 1972 / 50TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Craig F. Novak +
Bruce W. Nugent + ○
Eric J. Oliner + ○
David R. Owens + ○
Susan Antonio Pacheco +
Barbara K. Paige + ○
Linda Y. Papermaster + ○
John M. Paris
Donald J. Pascoe II
David R. Patterson +
John W. Pearson +
Mark S. Pecker + ○
Susan Stamm Peet + □
Michael J. Perna + ○
Brooke A. Peterson + ○
Christine M. Peterson + ○
Charles E. Petty + ○
Paul M. Peyser + ○
Miriam D. Pichey + ○ □
Paul A. Pitel + ○ □
Janice M. Platt + ○

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.

Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.
CLASS OF 1972 / 50TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Anne Christie Plochman +
Carl M. Plochman III +
David H. Plump +
Margaret A. Power +
David J. Pratzon +
Douglas A. Price +
Robert A. Rabbino +
Clare L. Rabinow +
Mark N. Rae +
Marshall R. Ransom +
Peter S. Reichertz +
Jeffrey A. Reise +
Robert G. Rench +
Elaine A. Rich +
R. Paul Richard +
Roger S. Rittmaster +
Paul G. Rohrdanz Jr. +
William J. Roland II +
John A. Romagna
Leon H. Rosenberg +
Richard A. Roth +

+ Brown Annual Fund  ○ 1764 Society  □ College Hill Society

*Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.
Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.

CLASS OF 1972 / 50TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

James C. Rowley +
Eileen M. Rudden +
Pauline Smith Sacheli +
Coleman R. Sachs +
Bonnie R. Saks +
Harold F. Sandford +
Mollie Sandock +
Cliff J. Saper
James K. Schmidt +
Michael T. Schmutte +
Bruce E. Schneider +
Lynn A. Schoch +
David J. Scott +
Jean L. Scott +
Joseph C. Scott +
Ann R. Seelye +
Robert B. Shanks +
Susan Ferst Shapiro +
Edward W. Sheets +
Douglas Sisk +
Abigail L. Smith +

+ Brown Annual Fund  ○ 1764 Society  □ College Hill Society
Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.
Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.*

---

**CLASS OF 1972 / 50TH REUNION HONOR ROLL**

Dianne Audrick Smith +
Stephanie Ranaghan Smith +
Clinton I. Smullyan Jr. +
Linda Silverman Sobo +
Gary H. Sockut +
Joan Wernig Sorensen +
Laurinda H. Spear +
John M. Sperger +
David R. Speth +
Scot L. Spicer
Douglas E. Spiro +
Carole St. Pierre-Engels
Donald L. Stanford +
William B. Steele III +
Charles K. Stephenson +
Jeffrey L. Stout +
Wendy J. Strothman +
Timothy L. Strotman +
Jane Fraser Sutton +
Jeffrey L. Sutton +
Daniel G. Synakowski +

+ Brown Annual Fund  ○ 1764 Society  □ College Hill Society

Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.
Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.

**CLASS OF 1972 / 50TH REUNION HONOR ROLL**

David E. Tanner + □
John W. Thompson Jr. + ◪
Lucile Wawzonek Thompson + ◪
Timothy J. Thurlow + ◪
Scott A. Tripp + ◪ □
William G. Tucker +
Stephen D. Tumbas + ◪
Andrew H. Udis □
John E. Underhill + ◪
Roger C. Vogt
Steven H. Wagner + □
Susan Barnes Waldrop +
Allin V. Walker +
Robert L. Wallace Jr. +
Frank O. Walsh Jr. + ◪
Frederick A. Wang + ◪
Harold H. Webber Jr. +
Alan L. Weiner + ◪
Kenneth S. Weiner + ◪
Emely Katz Weissman +
David Welch +

+ Brown Annual Fund  ◪ 1764 Society  □ College Hill Society

Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.
CLASS OF 1972 / 50TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Gary R. Westmoreland + ○
Robert D. Wieck
Ben Wiles +
Nancy Weisman Wilking + ○
Lance M. Williams
Mary-Ann Wilson + ○
James H. Winkler + ○ ◯
Charles B. Wolf + ○
Sarah Lloyd Wolf + ○
Constance D. Wolfe +
Mary Pereira Wolfson + ○
Bertrice Y. Wood + ○
Willard N. Woolbert
Christopher G. Wren + ○
John C. Wright +
Joan Zahorjan + ○
Jerome B. Zeldis + ○
Robert B. Zink +
Katherine J. Zinsser + ○
Marcia A. Zucker +
Anonymous (3)

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.

+ Brown Annual Fund  ○ 1764 Society  □ College Hill Society
Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.
CLASS OF 1967 / 55TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Ellen Fuchs Abramson +
Katherine Relson Achter +
Elaine Addessi Gambardella +
William F. Aikman
Paul E. Alexander +
Robert O. Alexander Jr. +
Jean Ryan Alfano +
J. Laurence Allen +
Karen Brecher Alschuler +
Winfred N. Anakwa +
Melvin E. Andersen
Christopher T. Anderson +
Lynne F. Appel +
Wendy Hanford Arundale +
Shelley A. Atwood □
Paul B. Bailey +
Antoinette Hoyt Bain +
Elizabeth Feroe Bakst +
William G. Ballaine +
Ruth Anne Hutchinson Barker +
John T. Barrett Jr. +

+ Brown Annual Fund   ○ 1764 Society   □ College Hill Society

Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.
CLASS OF 1967 / 55TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

William R. Barrett Jr. + •
Barbara Martin Bearman +
Constance Nelmes Beattie + •
G. Nicholas Beckwith III +
Jane E. Berger +
Nancy Kennedy Bergeron
Victoria Zentmyer Bergstrom +
Robert L. Bickerstaff + •
Nancy Slifkin Billig + •
Peter W. Billings +
Robert J. Blackburn + •
Edwin B. Blackwell +
David M. Bojar
Gerard P. Boyle + •
Terrence W. Boyle +
Paul D. Braden + •
Susan Haas Bralove +
Constance Bidwell Brines + •
Laurie Griffin Broedling +
Kenneth M. Brown + •
Allen F. Browne +

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.

Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.
CLASS OF 1967 / 55TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Paula Robbins Budnitz +
Martha Ames Burgess +
Richard P. Burns +
Louise Vitiello Burroughs +
Fernando R. Cabral +
Joseph F. Campbell Jr. +
Stephen V. Cantrill +
Alan H. Carpien
James W. Castellan +
Laura M. Cerf-Dahl +
Barbara Landis Chase +
David W. Chase +
Robert O. Chase +
Dinah Bristol Chenven +
David N. Chichester +
Robert W. Clark III +
Joan Scott Clarke +
Clarke E. Cochran +
Stephen V. Cofer-Shabica +
Paul B. Cohen +
C. William Cole Jr. +

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.
CLASS OF 1967 / 55TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Jonathan E. Cole +
Margery Bletcher Colloff
Peter L. Conklin +
Barbara Saunders Conta + □□
Robert L. Conta + □□
George E. Cook
Deborah F. Cooney +
Wendy A. Cooper +
Mary E. Corcoran +
Charlotte Clark Corkran +
David J. Cranmer +
John B. Crosby Jr. +
James W. Davenport
Richard S. Davis +
Lewis H. de Seife + □□
Elaine M. Decker + □□
S. Jane deSolms +
Sharon B. Drager +
Ronald W. Dunlap +
Allen R. Dyer +
Robert C. Elliott +

+ Brown Annual Fund  ○ 1764 Society  □ College Hill Society

Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.
Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.

CLASS OF 1967 / 55TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

David Fagiano
Michael C. Fahey
James C. Falconer
James W. Fanning
Stewart A. Farber
Thomas S. Ferguson
William B. Fink
H. Seth Finn
David S. Fowler
Mary L. Frampton
Douglas C. Franke
David M. Friedman
Gregory K. Fritz
David S. Froehlich Jr.
Jan Sulkin Fuchs
Alan G. Furler
Thomas F. Gaffney
David Gale
David F. Gardner
Joan Piller Genereux
Peter A. Genereux

+ Brown Annual Fund  ◇ 1764 Society  □ College Hill Society

Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.
Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.

CLASS OF 1967 / 55TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Margaret Perkins Gennaro +
David R. Gerhan +
Cheryl Adams Gherardini +
R. Bruce Gillie +
Stephen J. Gluckman +
C. Stewart Goddin +
Joel M. Goldberg +
Marshall Goldberg +
Dennis B. Goldstein +
Francis C. Golet +
Prudence Buckley Goodale +
Carolyn Kolb Grafton +
Gary E. Grant +
Betty Wolf Greenberg +
Dorothy Gross Nadosy +
Roland L. Guyotte III +
John R. Hall Jr. +
Samuel D. Halpert +
M.G. Harwich Harris +
David Q. Hawk +
Janet Levin Hawk +
Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.

CLASS OF 1967 / 55TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Stephen B. Hazard +
Jeffrey L. Heidt +
Douglas R. Helland +
Joan Gardner Hellenthal +
B. Frederick Helmkamp +
Robert E. Helpern +
Margaret Blanke Henderson +
Kathryn Wilson Henry +
A Lynn Mooney Hickey +
Jeffrey F. Hitz +
Marilyn Friedman Hoffman +
Barbara Roitman Holt +
Earl K. Holt III +
Richard N. Holt +
David F. Hopkins Bartman +
Kathleen Pope Hughes +
Frederick L. Huntington III +
Paul R. Hurlburt Jr. +
John D. Hushon +
Judith Minno Hushon +
Michael J. Hutter +
Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.

CLASS OF 1967 / 55TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Jay A. Jacobs +
Bruce L. Jaffee + ● □
Stanley T. Jaros +
Jonathan S. Jeans + ●
Susan Fischer Jeans + ●
Stephen D. Jervey + ●
Wynn S. Jessup +
Charles M. Johnson + ●
Peter D. Johnson Jr. + ●
P. Christopher Johnston + ●
K. Richard Kaffengerber + ●
Deborah Kemler Nelson + ●
Robert S. Kissam + ●
Stuart R. Kleeman + ●
Ronald O. Klein +
Joan Becker Kleinman + ●
James S. Kline
Nancy Levine Kopecky + ● □
Robert G. Kotanchik + ●
Leslie Kramer
Frank W. Krogh + ● □

Brown Annual Fund  1764 Society  College Hill Society

Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.
CLASS OF 1967 / 55TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Eric P. Kronstadt + ○
George R. Krouse + ○
Karen Wells Lamont + ○
Patricia Decou LaMountain + ○
Fraser A. Lang +
David N. Lawrence + ○ □
J Stephen Lawton + ○
Ronald J. Leavitt +
Victoria Leung Lee + ○
Carol M. Lemlein + ○
Terry Mood Leopold + ○ □
Alan C. Levine + ○
Norman H. Loewenthal + ○
Sonna Miller Loewenthal + ○
Mary Delaney Lowen +
Diane Wilson Ludin + ○
Patrick F. Lynch
D. Patrick Maley + ○ □
Norman B. Mandelbaum +
J. Porter Van Zanten Mansfield + ○
Marjorie J. Marks + ○ □

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.

Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.
Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.

CLASS OF 1967 / 55TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Dana E. Marmion
Nelson D. Martins
William H. Maurer Jr.
Charles R. McClaskey
Bruce A. McIntosh
Matthew F. Medeiros
Richard J. Meiners
Carol Drescher Melamed
Melora Pond Mirza
Glenn W. Mitchell
F. Thomas Moran
Philip A. Morse
Albin Moser
Keith R. Mosher
Margery Attwater Mosher
Brian C. Murphy
James J. Naughton III
Jeffrey L. Nelson
Maryanne J. Nelson
Gregory B. Nesty
Bruce I. Noble

+ Brown Annual Fund  🔴 1764 Society  🔵 College Hill Society

Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.
CLASS OF 1967 / 55TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Thomas C. O’Donnell + ●
Susan Grossman Offen + ●
Sidney E. Okashige + ☐
Paul J. Olenick + ●
Robert H. Ormerod Jr. + ●
Susan B. Osborn + ●
Susan Becker Ott + ● ☐
Richard A. Patt + ●
Howard S. Paules + ●
Marcia I. Paullin + ●
Frank S. Pearson + ●
Stephen M. Penningroth +
Jane Lamson Peppard + ● ☐
R. Lawrence Philbrick Jr. + ●
Laurence R. Pizer + ●
Elizabeth Johnson Prevost + ●
Charles Primus +
Romana Strochlitze Primus +
Elaine Cesaretti Prior +
Victoria Gould Pryor + ●
Richard G. Rastani +

+ Brown Annual Fund   ● 1764 Society   ☐ College Hill Society

Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.
CLASS OF 1967 / 55TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Judith Twiggar Reinhardt +
Diane L. Renshaw +
Robert L. Rice III +
David T. Riedel +
W. Steves Ring +
Ray D. Risner +
John M. Robinson +
Nicholas A. Robinson +
Brenda Hubbard Roggeveen +
Leslie Brickner Roth +
Edmund B. Round +
Myra Bluestein Rufo +
Frederick E. Rugg +
Joseph J. Ruma +
Elias Safdie +
Susan Salms-Moss +
Patricia A. Sanders +
Barbara Allen Sanderson +
David G. Santry +
Janet S. Schaeffer +
Ann-Marie Scheidt +

+ Brown Annual Fund  ○ 1764 Society  □ College Hill Society
Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.
Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.

CLASS OF 1967 / 55TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Nancy Schieffelin +
Margaret Melick Scholnik +
Robert J. Schwarz +
Paul C. Settemeyer +
Sally R. Sevcik +
John W. Shepard +
Frederic B. Shipley II +
Judith Sockut Silverman +
Neil D. Sklarew +
John M. Skonberg +
Vincent L. Smeriglio +
Arthur P. Smith III +
Charles D. Smith
Deborah Anthony Smith +
Eric C. Smith +
Shirley J. Smith +
Howard E. Snyder +
Christopher Sanderson Spang +
Steven H. Spayd
Margaret Clark Sproul +
Jane Rosenthal Stein +
Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.

CLASS OF 1967 / 55TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Georgia Rhoads Steinhart + ☉ ☣
Mark D. Stern + ☉
William C. Sternfeld +
Ronald F. Stowe +
Jane Golin Strom + ☉
E. Clinton Swift + ☉
Ma Veet Tamoso
David L. Taylor
Elspeth Eustis Taylor +
Lynne M. Teplin + ☉
Anne M. Tillinghast +
Lawrence H. Title + ☉
Joseph M. Toscano + ☉ ☣
Richard W. Treloar Jr. +
Richard D. Tulman
Joan Bartlam Turner-Coven +
Paula Allemang Turner +
William D. Turner +
Martha A. Twining +
Sanford Ullman +
James R. Van Blarcom + ☉ ☣
Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.

CLASS OF 1967 / 55TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Carolyn Laughlin Vandam +
Claudia Cammen VanWie +
Alan V. Vaskas +
S. Chandler Visher +
Paul von Rosenstiel +
Donald S. Weiss +
James W. Wells Jr. +
William H. Wentz +
John White II +
Harold B. Wilder III
J. Stephen Wiley +
Sue K. Williams □
Jane Henderson Wilson +
Katherine Sandford Wilson +
Ricker E. Winsor +
A. Emory Wishon III +
John D. Witmeyer +
Leatrice Kagan Wolf + □
Susan Kantor Zepeda +
Reagan J. Zogby +
Anonymous (3)
Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.

CLASS OF 1967 / 55TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

CLASS OF 1962 / 60TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Philip G. Allen
Richard D. Allen
S. Reid Alsop
John E. Andes
Brian K. Annis
Leslie Armstrong
Robert L. Ashcom
Walter J. Asp
Joan F. Baker-Gonzalez
Bruce L. Baker
David P. Baldwin
Francis J. Balicki
Ian T. Ball
Daniel D. Barry
John P. Bassler
George N. Baum
Richard M. Bedrosian
Joseph Berland
Aaron T. Billowitz

+ Brown Annual Fund  ○ 1764 Society  □ College Hill Society

Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.
*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.

**CLASS OF 1962 / 60TH REUNION HONOR ROLL**

Richard F. Bird + ☰
Kenneth R. Blackman + ☰
Richard M. Blackwell + ☰
Robert C. Boger +
Louis J. Boos + ☰
James M. Bowen + ☰
Barbara Bromer van Achterberg + ☰
Kenneth D. Burrows +
Ralph W. Buxton + ☰
John A. Calhoun III
Carole Faller Camberlein +
Susann Wardwell Campbell +
Rosemary Shea Caputo + ☰
Kyra Taylor Carswell
Nathan W. Chace + ☰
Leonard J. Charney + ☰
Ara Chutjian + ☰
Diane Clive Cole-Young + ☰
Richard D. Coopersmith +
James J. Corbett + ☰
Walter E. Damian + ☰

Brown Annual Fund ☰ 1764 Society ☐ College Hill Society

Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.
### CLASS OF 1962 / 60TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Phillips S. Davis +  
Dolores Capobianco DeLellis +  
Ronald A. DeLellis +  
Deborah Louise Young Detering +  
Donald B. Doe +  
Richard H. Dollase +  
Joseph P. Dyer Jr. +  
Mary Wuskell Dyer +  
Thomas N. Elmer +  
Robert E. Elson +  
John Eng-Wong +  
Martin B. Epstein +  
Stephen A. Ernst +  
George Espinosa +  
Robert Feldgarden +  
Matthew P. Fink +  
Timothy G. Fleming +  
Steven M. Foote +  
Nathalie Saltonstall Forbes +  
Paul M. Frank +  
Stanley L. Freedman +  

*Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.*
CLASS OF 1962 / 60TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Donald R. Friary +
William E. Friedel +
Samuel G. Friedman Jr.
Alan J. Grace +
Douglas S. Gregory +
Andrew S. Griffiths +
Charles R. Grigg
George Gurney +
Carl W. Hally +
Earle R. Halsband
Virginia Weis Harrity +
Winston E. Himsworth +
Harvey D. Hinman II +
George T. Javor +
Kenneth R. Kahn +
Louis I. Katzner +
Carolyn Wilson Keenan +
Charles B. Keenan Jr. +
Kenneth R. Keiser Jr. +
Robert M. Keith +
Priscilla Parmakian Kirshbaum

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.

Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.

Brown Annual Fund  1764 Society  College Hill Society
CLASS OF 1962 / 60TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Susan Chipman Kline + ○
Roger L. Krouse + ○ □
Ernest W. Lampe + ○ □
Stephen H. Levine +
Alison Borton Libshitz + ○
Virginia Lockhart +
Ralph A. Luken +
Valerie Brenhouse Mace +
Susan Miller Maguire + ○
Jane Levin Mallow + ○
Jack G. Mancuso ○
Kenneth W. Martin + ○
Robert C. Mc Guinness + ○
Paul L. McCormick + ○
David J. McLaughlin +
Thomas B. McMullen + ○ □
Dorothy Pierce McSweeney +
Jean W. Missud III +
Gertrude Balaschak Morgan + ○
Sandra Budnitz Mosk + ○
Robert G. Murphy + ○

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.

Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.
CLASS OF 1962 / 60TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Nadia Mykolajewycz Mykolayevych +
Michael A. Naidoff +
Helen S. Nathan
Joyce Katz Nelson +
Carolyn Cardall Newsom +
Douglas A. O'Connell
Susanna Opper +
George W. Oviatt +
Diana Wilkoc Patton +
Susan Elms Pitt +
Stephen M. Pizer +
John P. Pooler
Gerald J. Pouliot
Carol Sheinblatt Press +
Raymond P. Rhinehart
Stephen J. Richman +
Sallie Kappelman Riggs Corgan +
Judith Hexter Riskind +
Jonathan W. Robbins +
Stephen Robert +
Judith Bell Roberts +

+ Brown Annual Fund  ● 1764 Society  □ College Hill Society

Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.
Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.

CLASS OF 1962 / 60TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Diana J. Rode +
Nelson J. Rohrbach Jr. +
Thomas M. Rutherford +
William J. Ryan +
Steve P. Sandell +
Robert H. Saquet +
Akira Sasaki
Cathleen Cannon Scanlan +
Peter R. Schaffer +
Philip A. Schuster +
John Sedgewick
Joel A. Shapiro +
Michael D. Shapiro +
Barbara Keeton Sherman +
Anne Klotz Siviglia +
Kenneth C. Skinner Jr. +
Susan Budnitz Sokoloff +
John R. South +
Charles A. Spacagna +
Katharine Doyle Stanford +
Judith Johnson Staudte

+ Brown Annual Fund  1764 Society  College Hill Society

Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.
CLASS OF 1962 / 60TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Michael L. Stein +
Randolph P. Steinen +
Janet Gabar Stollnitz +
Charles S. Switzer +
Ira L. Tannenbaum +
Patricia Linder Teele +
A. Lamont Thomas +
William J. Tingue +
Linda Hoopes Tracy +
Robert D. Traub Jr. +
Caroline Street Trickey +
F. David Trickey +
Nancy Burge Turaj +
Alfred Turco +
J. Russell Tyldesley +
George H. Wales Jr. +
Judith V. Wessells +
Marjorie Lord Westphal +
Margery Goddard Whiteman +
Jane Halperin Willis +
Eleanor Vernon Wilson +

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.

Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.
Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.

CLASS OF 1962 / 60TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Jane DeCourcy Wong
David F. Wood
Charles L. Woodruff
Willard P. Yeats
Robert H. Zeff
Frederick G. Ziegler
Paul A. Zoschke
Anonymous (1)

CLASS OF 1957 / 65TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Mark Abramowitz
Barbara Charlton Adams
Olga Ferreira Alfonso
Ralph P. Anderson
Stephen J. Aronoff
Elizabeth Reiss Baecher
Ronald E. Baker
Richard C. Barker
Susan Bengtson Barnes
Selena Winicour Barron

Brown Annual Fund  1764 Society  College Hill Society

Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.
**CLASS OF 1957 / 65TH REUNION HONOR ROLL**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Norman J. Bolotow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W. A. Peter Bolton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ardell Kabalkin Borodach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pauline Veneri Bowen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barbara Borngesser Breer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F. Abbott Brown Jr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paul P. Brown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John R. Chandler Jr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicholas R. Clapp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verna Werlock Cobb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marjorie Winneg Cohen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert E. Connell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richard E. Cota</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jane Chichester Cottrell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patricia Kelley Cunningham</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Judith Pearl Curtis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richard W. Day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Britten Dean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clifford R. Dickson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sandra Sundquist Durfee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marilyn Tarasiewicz Erickson</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.*

Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.

+ Brown Annual Fund
1764 Society
College Hill Society
Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.

CLASS OF 1957 / 65TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

John S. Eskilson +
Marcia Taylor Fowle +
Richard A. Fusco +
Scott L. Garrett
Michael C. Geremia +
Jack E. Giddings +
Robert H. Goff Jr. +
Louise Kelleher Goring
Robert H. Gorman
Garland A. Gray Jr. +
Nathanael Greene +
William E. Griess Jr. +
Mary P. Griscom +
J. Tucker Gunderson
Natalie Wheeler Gustafson +
James A. Harmon +
Dorothy Crews Herzberg
Judith Griswold Hicks +
Judith Wright Hill +
Arthur R. Hirst +
Elizabeth Kilgore Hoadley +
Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.

CLASS OF 1957 / 65TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Ralph H. Hood
Susan Ruder Hull
Thomas J. Hurley Jr.
Richard A. Ionata
Frank M. Jackson Jr.
Lee A. Jacobus
Beatrice Ellis Jillette
E. Thomas Jones
John F. Just
Paul R. Karan
K. Richard Kaufman
John M. Keith Jr.
Mark K. Kessler
Marie O’Donahoe Kirn
Lillian Berberian Klanian
Donald R. Klein
Adam J. Kohlhepp Jr.
Jane Goldshine Goldshine Kolber
Richard J. Kostecki
Jerome L. Kroll
Mary Medsger Lalos

Brown Annual Fund  1764 Society  College Hill Society

Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.
Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.

CLASS OF 1957 / 65TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Marianne Mazen Lazarus +
Cynthia Galazzi Lewis +
Ellen Fogelson Liman
Berit Ore Lytle
Roberta Walker McColl +
John F. McDaniels +
Richard B. Mertens +
Doris Finke Minsker +
H. Warren Moos +
C. Oscar Morong Jr. +
Judith Garziano Morrill
Berthold Muecke III +
Lee S. Nemlich +
George B. Newton Jr.
John F. Nickoll +
Helen Donaldson Nienhueser +
Mary Bayley Pickard +
George A. Pliakas +
William A. Pond +
George M. Quint +
Barbara Davies Ramsdell +

+ Brown Annual Fund  ◇ 1764 Society  □ College Hill Society

Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.
Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.
CLASS OF 1957 / 65TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Roger E. Stoddard + ●
Edward M. Tapper
Barbara Sears Tessmer + ●
Harvey T. Tracy Jr. + ●
Martha Dwight Trowbridge + ●
Stanford B. Vincent + ●
William B. Wadsworth + ●
W. Bruce Warr + ●
Jane Albertson Weingarten +
Augustus A. White III +
Thomas F. Wiener + ●
Arthur B. Williams Jr. + ●
John G. Wolfe + ●
Bruce D. Yeutter + ●
Marilyn Mapes Yeutter + ●

CLASS OF 1952 / 70TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Ruth Arness Anderson +
Kenneth M. Arenberg +
Frank A. Bartolomeo + □

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.

Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.
Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.

CLASS OF 1952 / 70TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Lester Berkelhamer +
Glenn N. Bower + ○ □
Marybeth Keser Keser Burbank + ○
John M. Carpenter +
Arthur L. Collard
Sally Hill Cooper + ○
R. Tyler Day +
Paul J. Duclos □
Eldrine French Emerson ○
Michael A. Favicchio +
Jeanne Silver Frankl + ○
Florence Sternbach Futtersak +
Carolyn Capwell Gammell +
Harrington M. Gordon Jr. +
Stanley M. Grossman + ○
Barbara Kirk Hail + ○ □
Patricia MacBride Hendrickson +
Elly Heyder + ○
William R. Hillbrant + ○
Barbara Shortle Hopkins

+ Brown Annual Fund  ○ 1764 Society  □ College Hill Society

Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.
Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.
Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.

CLASS OF 1952 / 70TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Francis B. Sargent Jr.
Noel L. Silverman +
Alexander R. Simpson +
Donald Stehle +
Gordon J. Stenning +
Phyllis Eldridge Suber +
James Y. Sweet +
Edmund Traverso +
Janis Cohen Weissman +
Carlos M. Whitlock Jr.
Patricia Cutter Whitman
Howard B. Wiener +
Bertram Wolfson +

CLASS OF 1947 / 75TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Beatrice Powers Auty
Richard B. Edgar
Adolph Greenberg +
E. Gardner Jacobs Jr.
Elizabeth Skinner Maxwell +

+ Brown Annual Fund   ○ 1764 Society  □ College Hill Society

Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.
Anonymity is honored for donors who have indicated that qualifying gifts be recorded anonymously.

*Gifts made to any Brown priority by 6/30/2022.

CLASS OF 1947 / 75TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Barbara Salomon Spitz + ○

CLASS OF 1942 / 80TH REUNION HONOR ROLL

Richard A. Grout + ○ □